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LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY

I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP

I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY

I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY

I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE

I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger’s, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
Dear Graduates:

I congratulate you on earning your degrees, a big achievement for you and your families!

We often say that the future of UCF and Orlando is big, and today I encourage you to think and dream big about your future.

Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, keep stimulating the intellectual curiosity that got you this far, and never stop learning.

Use your knowledge, talent, and degree to their fullest, and you will help to make a better future for our society.

Remember your friends, family, and faculty members who helped you to grow intellectually, emotionally, and socially. And remember your university for the benefit of future students whose lives and livelihoods will be lifted here.

I believe everyone has potential. And, when all of us unleash our full potential together, anything is possible.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Institution
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This program contains the most accurate graduation information available at press time.
The appearance of a name here is presumptive of graduation but not conclusive.
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Prelude

The Processional
The Platform Party
The Faculty
The Baccalaureate and Graduate Candidates

Convening of the Commencement

The National Anthem

Opening Remarks and Introductions
John C. Hitt, President

Commencement Address

The Conferring of Degrees
The Faculty
The Deans
The Provost
The President

Honors and Individual Recognition*
Student Body Representative
Alumni Association Representative

Alma Mater

The Recessional
The Platform Party
The Faculty
The Graduate and Baccalaureate Candidates

Andrew Walker, Organist
Jose Velez, Vocalist
David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle, Bagpipers
Reader by ROMAGNA Company
Sign Language Interpreter by Interpretek
Captioning by Central Florida Captioning and CART Services

* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
College of Arts and Humanities, College of Business Administration, College of Education and Human Performance, College of Graduate Studies, College of Nursing, College of Undergraduate Studies, and Rosen College of Hospitality Management.

August 5, 2017 – 9:00 a.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ................................................................................................................................... Mr. Jeffrey Rupert
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................................................... The Honorable Jason Brodeur
President ........................................................................................................................................... Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ......................................................................................... Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations ........................................................................ Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel .............................................................................................. Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ............................................ Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ......................... Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President for Alumni Relations and Development .......................................................... Mr. Michael J. Morsberger
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ............................................................................ Dr. John F. Schell
Associate Dean, College of Graduate Studies ........................................................................ Dr. John Weishampel
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .............................................................................................. Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Dean, College of Arts and Humanities .......................................................................................... Dr. Jeffrey Moore
Dean, College of Business Administration ................................................................................... Dr. Paul Jarley
Dean, College of Education and Human Performance .............................................................. Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Dean, College of Nursing .............................................................................................................. Dr. Mary Lou Sole
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies ....... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management .................................................................. Dr. Abraham Pizam
Honorary Degree ....................................................................................................................... Mr. Leonard E. Williams, Sr.
UCF Board of Trustees Chair Emeritus .................................................................................. Dr. Rick Walsh
Alumni Representative .............................................................................................................. Mr. Michael T. Manglardi
Student Government Association President ........................................................................ Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative ............................................................................................. Dr. Alan Fyall
Staff Council Representative ..................................................................................................... Ms. Julie Voyles
Order of Pegasus .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Whitney Priscilla Watkins

Commencement Speaker

Jason Brodeur, elected to the Florida House of Representatives in 2010, is a tireless advocate for the citizens of Sanford, his hometown, and for all of Central Florida.

In the Florida House, Brodeur chairs the important Health and Human Services Appropriations Subcommittee. He has also served as chair of the Health and Human Service Committee, Government Operations Subcommittee, and the Health Innovation Subcommittee, where he championed reform.

Brodeur has been recognized for his legislative achievements by many of the state’s leading advocacy groups, including the Florida Chamber of Commerce and the Children’s Home Society. He has been honored as legislator of the year by the Legal Aid Society and the Florida Coalition for Children.

Always putting the well-being of his community first, Brodeur is a member of the Sanford Rotary, served on the Citizen’s Safety Task Force, and is president/CEO of the Seminole County Regional Chamber of Commerce. In 2016 the Orlando Business Journal named him CEO of the year. He has also been an effective ally and good friend to UCF for many years.

Brodeur attended UCF before he earned a bachelor’s degree in Food and Resource Economics and a Master of Business Administration degree from the University of Florida.
College of Engineering and Computer Science, College of Health and Public Affairs, College of Medicine, College of Optics and Photonics, and College of Sciences
August 5, 2017 – 2:30 p.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ............................................................................................................................... Dr. Wendell Lawther
Commencement Speaker ....................................................................................................... The Honorable John Mica
President ................................................................................................................................................ Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ......................................................................................... Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations ........................................................................ Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel .......................................................................................... Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ............................................. Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer .......................... Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President for Alumni Relations and Development ...................................................... Mr. Michael J. Morsberger
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ............................................................................ Dr. John F. Schell
Associate Dean, College of Graduate Studies ........................................................................ Dr. John Weishampel
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .......................................................................................... Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science ..................................................... Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos
Dean, College of Health and Public Affairs ........................................................................... Dr. Michael Frumkin
Associate Dean, College of Medicine ....................................................................................... Dr. Richard Peppler
Dean, College of Optics and Photonics .................................................................................... Dr. Bahaa Saleh
Dean, College of Sciences ....................................................................................................... Dr. Michael Johnson
State Representative .................................................................................................. The Honorable Amber L. Mariano
Alumni Representative .................................................................................................. Mr. Gregory Pearlman, Jr.
Student Government Association President ........................................................................ Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative ...................................................................................... Dr. Jana Jasinski
Staff Council Representative ................................................................................................. Ms. Julie Voyles

Commencement Speaker

John Mica, a successful Central Florida businessman, was elected in 1992 to the United States House of Representatives. There he distinguished himself as a recognized national transportation leader and a highly successful advocate for veterans.

During his 24 years as a United States congressman, Mica chaired the Civil Service, Criminal Justice and Drug Policy, Aviation, Government Operations, and Transportation Oversight Subcommittees. As chair of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, he passed major highway, rail, aviation, water resources, and Coast Guard legislation.

In Central Florida, Mica’s transportation projects have included the massive I-4 reconstruction, SunRail, and the Orlando International Airport expansion. Championing our Florida veterans, he worked to improve veterans’ medical facilities and to insure the completion of Orlando’s Veterans Administration Hospital.

Mica has also been an effective proponent for our area’s essential simulation and modeling industry, working with UCF to grow the industry that is vital to our university and to our Central Florida economy.

Mica’s public service has been recognized with numerous awards, including the national award of every major veterans’ organization, honorary degrees, and the Ellis Island Medal of Freedom.

Mica graduated from Miami Dade College and the University of Florida, earning a degree in education.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

IRENE LUCY PYNN
Text and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Martha Brenkle

College of Business Administration

MATTHEW D. GRIFFITH
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Folger

MAHSA KHOSHNOUD
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Honghui Chen

College of Education and Human Performance

ALICIA COLLEEN ABBEY-BELL
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Mary E. Little

VICTOR JOSE ARGUELLES
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Richard Hartshorne

SAMUEL L. BIERBRAUER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn W. Lambie
Major Advisor: Dr. Sejal Barden

TAYLOR ANNE BOUSFIELD
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa A. Dieker

ADRIENNE CRAYTON BROWN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Murray

NICOLE HAMMOND CARRASQUEL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Marcella A. Farina

ALEXANDER JOHN CHRIEST
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gill

KARENA SHARA CHUNOO
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Murray

CLAIRE LINDSAY DONEHOWER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Eleazar Vasquez, III

CHRISTINE KIM DUFF
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Rebecca A. Hines

VICTORIA MICHELE FRANZESE
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenda A. Gunter

JENNIFER ANNE HOLBROOK
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa A. Dieker

JESSICA ROSEMERRI KELCE
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Murray

MARCELINO GERALD KOCK
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Tadayuki Hara

JENNIFER RAE LAWHON
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Walker Hopp

NAOMI MALONE
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Atsusi Hirumi
MARY PORTER MITCHELL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara J. Ehren

MARIA TERESA CAMACHO MOODY
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Martha Lue Stewart

JUANITA LASHA MORROW
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Murray

SAMANTHA LINDSEY MRSTIK
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa A. Dieker

BRIAN WILLIAM OGLE
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Dwight Cox

PAMELA LUCIA RAJADHYAX
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor

ANDREA M. REDISKE
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Malcom B. Butler

SHALANDER LATRICIA SAMUELS
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Walker Hopp

AMANDA BRIANNE SAXMAN
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Walker Hopp

DAVID HOWARD SCHLEITH
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

DENA SLANDA
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Mary E. Little

LOURDES HAJASH SMITH
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky I. Zygouris-Coe

MODUPE SOREMI
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Walker Hopp

ERICA NICOLE SUTULA
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor

MATTHEW SCOTT TAYLOR
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa A. Dieker

LEAH CHRISTINE TORRES
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

SHANE MARIE TRENTA
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gill

ADAM ULENSKI
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gill

DIANA GILLIAN VIOLETTE
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

MARCUS ANTHONY VU
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Elsie L. Olan

WHITNEY PRISCILLA WATKINS
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen King

KARI M. WHALEY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor

TING YAN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Joyce Nutta
College of Engineering and Computer Science

YASIR FAROUK YOUSUF AL-LEBBAN
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Mackie

AHMED QASIM JUMAAH ALDHAHAB
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Wasfy B. Mikhail
Major Advisor: Dr. George Atia

SARMAD FAWZI HAMZA ALHASAN
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert E. Peale
Major Advisor: Dr. Kalpathy B. Sundaram

FAISAL ABDULRAHMAN ALQUAIED
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones

MURAD IBRAHEEM ANDEJANY
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

QING CAI
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

WEI DAI
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mostafa Bassiouni

MATTHEW THOMAS DAVIS
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael D. Proctor

VAAHINI GANESAN
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Tuhin K. Das

NICHOLAS T. JOHNSON
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones

ENAS FAWZI KHAIRULLAH
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Mainak Chatterjee

NAVID KHOSHAVI NAJAFABADI
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronald F. Demara

HUIHUI LI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Lei Wei

KAI LI
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Kien A. Hua

WEI LIANG
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kalpathy B. Sundaram

MEHRDAD MEHRVAND
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Shawn A. Putnam

CHRIS A. ORIOORDAN ADJAH
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Necati Catbas

ERIC CARLOS ORTIZ
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Lauren Reinerme-Jones

YANGYANG QIAO
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yuanli Bai

SULTAN KHALID SALAMAH
Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Andrew A. Randall

SHASHANK SARAF
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipta Seal

YEYGENIY IL’ICH SHER
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Shaojie Zhang

WAQAS SULTANI
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

ALAM ABBAS SYED
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Hassan Foroosh
JOHN MICHAEL SZILAGYI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

SEYED MILAD TAYEBI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Issa Batarseh

RAMAZAN UNLU  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Qipeng Zheng  
Major Advisor: Dr. Petros Xanthopoulos

VICTOR HUGO VELEZ  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kalpathy B. Sudaram

XIAOCHEN WANG  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hyoung Jin Cho

XIN WANG  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jihua Gou

JIAWEI WU  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Essam Radwan

BENJAMIN ALLEN YOAKUM  
Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steven Duranceau

NILOOFAR YOUSEFI  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mansooreh Mollaghasem

College of Health and Public Affairs

KRUPARAJ MADHUPAL SHETTIAN  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas T.H. Wan

TINA YEUNG  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas T.H. Wan

College of Medicine

PHILIP PATRICK ADAMS  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mollie W. Jewett

BRACKEN FRANKLIN ROBERTS  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Debopam Chakrabarti

SAMBUDDHA BASU  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yoon-Seong Kim

College of Nursing

CINDY ANN GROW  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

KATHARINE BARBARA SALI SCHAEFER  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angela Ritten

LAUREN TAYLOR MORATA  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mary Lou Sole
College of Optics and Photonics

KRISTINA MARIE BAGNELL
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Peter J. Delfyett

BIN HUANG
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Guifang Li

College of Sciences

EDWANNA A. ANDREWS
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. David A. Gay

ZOE AUGUSTA LANDSMAN
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Humberto Campins

MARTA ANGUERA ANTONANA
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique Del Barco

MATTHEW L. LAPALME
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Dana L. Joseph

MANDI N. BARRINGER
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. David A. Gay

AMANDA FAITH LOWELL
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Renk

CHENG CHENG
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Xin Li
Major Advisor: Dr. Qiyu Sun

DAVID JEROME NASH
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Richard George Blair

JASON CHRISTENSEN
Security Studies
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Kinsey

SARAH ANNE ORBAN
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark D. Rapport

NATASHA SHIDET DEPESA
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Cassisi

SUDEEP JUNG PANDEY
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Romain Gaume

FRANCES E. DEAVERS
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Cassisi

SABINE S. PELTON
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Mucciolo

TYLER GOMEZ
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Jason Swanson

XIN QIAO
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Bo Chen

MADELEINE JEAN JOHNSON
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres D. Campiglia

TAKAT BAHADUR RAWAL
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Talat Shahnaz Rahman

IAN CHRISTOPHER KUTCH
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Fedorka

MICHAEL ALAN RUPP
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Janan Al-Awar Smither
BRENDA KAY SAVAGE
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth E. Mustaine

KIMBERLY LYNN STOWERS
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Peter Hancock

ALEXANDRA LOUISE SMITH
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Dmitry Kolpashchikov

BENJAMIN JOSEPH TRACHIK
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Clint Bowers

ROSEN COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

JILL ELIZABETH PLUMER
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Denver Severt
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

CHEALSEA ANAGNOSON
Emerging Media

ALLYSON MARY LORANE DICKERSON
Emerging Media

MICHAEL JOHN NILSSON
Theatre
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Jean-Paul Swiatkowski

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Justiss Wilder Burry
Celina Maria Yebba

English MA-Technical Communications
Erin L. Lloyd

History MA
Ian Nathaniel Marsh
Kevin Mitchell Mercer
Brett Ryan Pelham

History MA-Public History
Benjamin Samuele Robert DiBiase
Erin Montgomery

Music MA
Lindsey M. Ferguson

Spanish MA
Shirley Elizabeth Jarrin

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
David Travis Rusho
Anne C. Stone
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM
DaWon B. Baker
Madeleine Lane Lockridge

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA
Brian Alvarez
Brent Joseph Brewster
Christopher T. Earman
William Kreg Faith
Robert Dawson Henry, Jr.
Blake Rich Lovvorn
Kimberly Anne Malac
Nelson Andres Mendez
David P. Quintilone
Nathan Michael Tuunanen

Business Administration MBA-Executive
WeiWei Hu Lanser
Narita Raghubir

Business Administration MBA-Professional
Kirby Augustin
Ryan Michael Ault
Ricky Paul Bain, Jr.
Nerissa Angelika Balkarran
Bradley T. Barrett
Kimberly Helene Brady
Brian Thomas Burgess
Jeff Cherry
Chadd Anthony Cole
Thomas Curry
Hala El-Yousef
Garrett Fairchild
Jordan R. Gould
Jonathan Hancock
Trenton Scott Haralson
Mohammed Issa
Jessica A. Johnson
Howard William Johnston III
Seth Joseph Jones
Stephanie Nicole Joseph
Jennifer Lynn Kane
Zubin Khan
Karlis Louise Khouri
Joseph William Mangardi
Richard Luis Manzano
Mouna Mikou
Jennifer Morales

Danica Morse
Juan P. Moya
Ana Maria Naranjo
Junaid Paruk
Darren Patel
Sherman Perez
Suanne Catherine Pinkard
Griffin Lance Pool
Nicholas Christopher Potts
Alicia P. Rambaran
Luke Nathanuel Rockwell
Aaron Michael Rosengren
Molly Tuck Scheidecker
Nirav P. Shah
David James Sherman, Jr.
Nirvana Deviani Singh
Marshall Alexander Stapp
Erica Danielle Thims
Monique Augustine Tsitis
Stephen Andrew Tsitas
Aimee C. Van Varick
Alyssa Marie Ventriglio
Abigail Villapando
Michael J. Williams, Jr.
Steven Herbert Wisner
Jessica Ann Zimmerman
Joshua Alexander Zviblerman

Jiating Wang
Patrick Howard Wheeler
Jonathan Trenton Williams
Wajih Ul-Hasan Zaidi
Dandan Zhao

Master of Science in Management
Management MSM-Business Analytics
Kelly Amey
Paige Marie Biller
Carey Alisa Burns
Eric Ernest Carlson
Stephen Gregory Cox
Sean Alan Heywood
Shane Michael Hunsberger
Jason Scott Lasso
David Michael Moosavifazael
Luis Guillermo Moros
Jeremy Robert Noller
Christopher Jonathan Olson
Antonio Rippe
Alexander Scott Wasson

Master of Science in Real Estate
Real Estate MS
Jonathan Kipp Chapin
College of Education and Human Performance

Master of Arts

Career and Technical Education MA
Jarred Neff
Marlanna Denise Platt

Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Christine Jo Broders
Matthew Alan Genslinger
Gillian B. Haggerty
Anne R. Nyffenegger
Louise Annette Rigdon
Crystal Jeanne Sage
Christin A. Saro
Ernest Earl Strain III

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Brian Antoine White

Educational Leadership MA
Priya Guneeta Balkaran
Jennifer Melissa Broyles
Rah'Shad R. Bryant
Milagros Rosario Hoyos
Kristen Laurel Cole Orton
Jermaine Sheldon Roberts

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education
Elvin Alexander Cruz
Tamara A. Dujardin
Amy Jo Edwards
Kevin Matthew Sanford

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Donna Fearon
Marissa Frejka
Tracey Roxanne Morrison
Janis Lynn Wahl

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Monica Lauren Brown Bailey
Nicole Ann Chapman
Robin Michel Herriff
Nancy Jean Kucera
Alyssa Louise Luis
Amanda D. Moyer
Faulys P. Ponceano
Joannie Zenaida Stevenson

Elementary Education MA
Sophia A. Alifky
Sheri Lynette Kenon

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Paula Nichola Brackett

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Kevin Anton Freeman
Alexander John Jadrich
Raquel Clarissa Semholtz
Georgia N. Worley

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Jessica Lynne Fortunato

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Mathematics Education
Catherine Marie Kelly

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology
Christine Grace Lord

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Tabitha P. Tompkins
Matthew Ward Ventura

Master of Education

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Mathematics Education
Catherine Marie Kelly

Educational Leadership MEd
Julie Ann Bayer
Amy Marie Bramblett
Taelor Jean-Marie Cuppert
Ashley D. Dannemiller
Matthew James Dugan
Derek Lawrence Jensen
Alexander Holland Mack
Kimberly Ann Merrow
Kristin Evelyn Paterson Tuck
Jillian Frances Reyes
Tiana Marie Richmond
Julia M. Sigona
Arika C. Sutton
Joshua Stephen Wical

Elementary Education MEd
Emma Caroline Anderson
Lauren Joan Elliott
Simone Olivia Kaufman

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Kaitlin Ashleigh Booth
Derrick Altwain Campbell
Michelle Marie Carr
Kristin Nicole Grant
Sheri McMaster Lefebvre
Kristin C. Mackay
Emily Magrath
Gina Cristine Patane
Corinne Elizabeth Scheer
Julie A. Scholnick
Kathleen Marie Steinberg
Marisa Ann Strandberg

Reading Education MEd
Sarah Danielle Cory
Krysti Nicole Cotton
Rebecca Battaglia Denny
Rebecca Elizabeth Lattimer
Crysta Maria Maillo
Darshawn Lotsia Patterson
Genesis A. Rosenow
Marianne Katherine Webb

Teacher Leadership MEd-Social Science Education
Simona Oana Bartos-Hulubescu
Nicholas James Parziale

Master of Science

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Jaimie Brooke Wasserman

Sport and Exercise Science MS
Alix Amelia Galloway

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Applied Exercise Physiology
Gianna Digioia
Sarah J. Dodd
Vanessa Michelle Fernandez-Torres
Adam M. Hall
Sherry Lynn Hoover
Colin Hurley Rice
Jessica Mercedes Soto
College of Education and Human Performance

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Sport
Nutrition

Jennifer Estar Mesika
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science
Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Omar K. Al-Sahili
Sandesh Kumar Chalise

Computer Science MS
Muhammad Wali Ullah Bhuiyan
Sai Chandesh Gurramkonda
Madhura Joshi
Joseph Keike
Pooya Khaloo
Salman Anwar Khokhar
Javier Lores
Mehran Maghouni
Bingbing Rao
Muhammad Uzair Tariq

Digital Forensics MS
Joel Cortes
Kelsey Rae Lindner
Michael J. McKinney, Jr.
Brian Patrick Mullins
Christopher Eric Myers

Engineering Management MS
Matthew Jay Brown

Environmental Engineering MS-Environmental Engineering Sciences
Qi Lu

Industrial Engineering MS
Sean Andrew Jason
Hongseon Park
Kyungjin Park

Modeling and Simulation MS
William Eubanks
Angelica D. Garcia
Mary Ann Hrynko
Carlos Jose Kavetsky
Katy Lynn Odette

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Brandi Nicole McPherson
Pradens Pierre-Louis
Matthew Culbreath Shuler

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering MSCE
Michele Kathryn Tempel

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering MSpE
Saif Ghassan Mohammed Ababachi
Raghavendra Rao Ananta
Lavanya Gunasani
Bo Hu
Gunjan Sanjay Kulkarni
Swathi Seelam
Kaveh Shamsh
Dean Mitchell Sullivan
Atharva Vats

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering MSEE
Saleh Abdulaziz M Almarshed
Jonathan Adam Coto
Jungseok Hong
Patrick E. Keele
Mahlagha Sedghi
Shahriar Talebi
Necati Uysal

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering MSEnVe
Justin E. Joyce

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering MSME-Mechanical Systems
Marie Rachelle Kasprzyk
Casey William Perkowski
Thomas Ryan Villalpando

Mechanical Engineering MSME-Thermo-Fluids
Craig Patrick Fernandes
Nedrick Martin Louis-Jacques
Leigh Nash
Christopher Edward Vergos
Michael Tyler Voet
College of Graduate Studies

**Master of Arts**

Interdisciplinary Studies MA-Non-Thesis

Jessica A. Elrod

**Master of Science**

Conservation Biology-PSM MS

Antonio Giacomo Ulivella

Nanotechnology MS

Eric Jonathan Calkins
Kyle R. Marcus
Ankesh Mahesh Kumar Todi
Torus Maurice Washington II

Nanotechnology PSM

John Christian Bittman
Montherson Laurent Saint Juste
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master in Research Administration

Research Administration MRA

Andra Elizabeth Kiscaden
Deborah Monroe
Cynthia Maria Rodenburg
Char'Da Deshawn Willis

Master of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders MA

Emelie E. Allanson
Christina Sue Bourbon
Caitlyn Paige Braswell
Jamie L. Cohen
Michelle R. Doerr
Laura Flores
Veronica Fuentes
Roseena Frances Hardcastle
Nicole Marie Johnson
Amanda Ruth Ladinsky
Kierstan Elizabeth Lee
Margaret Avery McCarthy
Megan Marie McNenany
Danielle M. Paternoster
Raegan Michelle Sauer
Michael Jay Shaw
Leah Dawn Smith
Taylor Alexis Smith
Kalyna Sperkacz
Rebecca L. Terranova
Yudith Estevez Watson
Shiri Zweibel

Master of Health Administration

Health Administration MHA

Fatema Zafir Ahmed
Anurath Babbar
Gina Marie Baran
Arielle Constance Borisade
Shavanie Ashley Budhu
Oilda Cerant
Afia Neliah Keri Charles
Julia Marie Costello
Ileana Cruz
Dimitra Dixon
Christina Duong
Julia Regan Eisenacher
Hira Farooqi
Andrea Ferro
Matthew Alan Fox

John Weldon Francisco, Jr.
Kristen Denise Gaskin
Mary T. Hall
Randeep Singh Hans
David P. Hayes
Nichole Rachelle Holoman
Edward Iturburu
Kelsey A. Jacobs
Laura Michele Johns
Tyler Scott Johnson
Krista M. Julian
Samantha Lauren Kolb
Leon Andrew Maultsby
Jillian Mariah McKenney
Marcia Mitchell
Griselda Moran
John Monroe Newton
Vi-Quan Ngoc Nguyen
Hannah Marie Paris
Nikita Divyesh Patel
Pavan NareshBhai Patel
Ashley Pope
Linda Nayebare Rutsymuka
Tyler Joseph Smith
Hastie Poula Sooudi
Hillary Nicole Telfer
Zachary Alexander Thorburn
Theodor Carl Von Zielinski
Chauncey L. Wesley
Stephen Young

Master of Nonprofit Management

Nonprofit Management MNM

Shari Elyse Bresin
Donna Jean Carter
Deborah Jane Greene
Suzanne H. Hai
Mya Leigh Agusta Harden
Omarah Virginia Rosa
Leslie Dawn Schnell

Master of Public Administration

Public Administration MPA

Andres Carlos Alvarado
Diana Marcela Gallego Betancur
Mya Leigh Agusta Harden
James Richard Nelson, Jr.
Caroline Cavoli Sutton

Master of Science

Criminal Justice MS

Morgan Elizabeth Best
Jenny Tamar Botex
Rosalie Cassetta Bryan
Christina M. Burton
Kirsten Michaela DeLater
Matthew Bowman Garner
Shaseena Jelisssam Jamieson
Cameron Walter Keim
Alfonsoa Kull
Alexandra L. McConnell
Karim Nagle Flotiz
Jennifer Ann Parker
Julie Morgan Piaday
Kirsti Sharden Patts
Autumn ChaMelle Solomon
Michelle Lynn Williams

Urban and Regional Planning MS

Christina Renee Hyson

Master of Social Work

Social Work MSW

Brian Kenneth Adderley
Michele Lynn Becerra-Williams
Allison Bendanis
Jenna Blankespoor
Michelle Lynn Bradt
Grenita Chandris Brooks
Kimberly Brown
Lorena J. Cabraces Flores
Hannah M. Carver
Jasmine L. Cohen
Lauren Anna Coyne
Kadie Nicole Dick
Diane Michelle Fekete
Valentina Reina Fevrier
Christen Elizabeth Fraas
Annie Grace Maria Funderburg
Hillary Gonzalez
Rosa Gonzalez
Julie Grace
Villimeth Hamann
Jennifer Lee Helmberger
Nicole Kaye Hopkins
Lisa Marie Hulseiz
Ariamne Marie Isom
Carly Alexis Jensen
Melissa Kasabian
Erica Kenon
Leysia Yamara López Gonzalez
Sonya Iwarmna Marks
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger's, as well as one of the nation's most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Alisa Anne Grace
Brandi Jordan

Biomedical Sciences MS-Neuroscience
Usman Ahmed
Teneshia Imani Huggins
Kevin Victor Roby

Biotechnology MS
Zin Mar Htun

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science
Thongthai Thavornwatanayong
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner

Stephanie Marie Bixby
Michelle Lee Brooks
Ivan Enrique Castro
Mary Catherine Chapman
Chelsea Marie Cree
Katrina Elizabeth Dever
Sarah E. Dickerman
Gerald Edward Ferg III
Katherine Fowler
Kellerie Dawn Greene-Paillant
Kristin Faye Kay
Michael Joseph Lagoe
Sarah Merritt Mann
Suzanne Greenleaf Martin
Shaqwana L. Mc Cottry
Allison Elisabeth Mills
Stacy L. Nelson
Erin Beatty Norton
Cassandra Lynn O'Brien
Sheneeza Ramnanan
Zanetta Althea Randolph
Yuanyuan Reich
Ricardo San Jose
April Marie Shadeed
Nancy C. Shearey
Jennifer Lorraine Trofibio
Jamie Lynne Vanauker
Sarah Elizabeth Wilson
Priscille Ann Yancich

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation

Randi Lesche
Karenna Joy Thatcher

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management

Sara Renee Hickson
Dara Jean Petrinec
Kenneth Bernal Solomon

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator

Alysa M. Angel
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Justin S. Cook
Daniel Thul
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Allison Apland

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Sarah E. Williams

Applied Sociology MA
Jared M. Adams
Christopher Michael Guido
Corey Rae Pomykacz
Coral Rojas
Emily Patricia Rosenbaum
Rhena Anna Victoria South
Alec R. Szalewski
Jessica Valentin
Alexis Yohros

Clinical Psychology MA
Whitney Lauren Catoe
Michael John Crisanto
Christina Dihuccia
Lisa Anne Ellis
Jessica Marie Jurado Arroyo
Kellie Marie Kissell
Ariane Marcella Kopacz
Jenna McGinnis
Claudia Wingsum Ng
Angela Rae Forcellini
Hayley Marie Rodriguez
Emily Jayne Ross
Kasie L. Wallace
Haley Alexis Wood

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Kristin Nicole Benjamin
Kari A. Kitchen
Tiany Alexandra Sousa Garnica

Political Science MA
Taylor Jeanne Haywood
Robert Hypes

Master of Science

Biology MS
Ariel Antoinette Horner
Alicia Huber
Alexander Benjamin Orfinger

Chemistry MS
Michelle DelaCruz

Clinical Psychology MS
Maria Khan

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Hollie N. Garred

Mathematical Science MS
Calvin John Wheeler

Physics MS
Cameron A. Nickle

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Wen Jiang
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science
Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Kathleen Ann Allen
Ava Sophia Carson
Lindsay Rose Falk
Rebecca Gazaille
Ziyao Liang
Catherine Robin Madson
Samuel Ward McGinthy
Joseph Edward Myers
Joseph Christopher Petersen II
Jennifer Rachel Rubin
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Whitney Priscilla Watkins

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Talia Danielle Boxman
Egan Christopher Burcky
Santiago Alfonso Cano
Kyle Brian Gaze
Timothy Cruz Guerrero

Amanda Lyn Hornberger
Lisa Renee Iannotti
Brianna Lynne Kirkpatrick
Emily Elaine Martin
Ashley Marie Perez

Farah Louise Rajaee
Jerry Matthew Riley
Chanelle Leigh Stillwagon
Andrew Marino Thomas
Chelsea Faith Tucker

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Marie Lisa Aponte
Aleece Betts
Travis Buongiorno
Marielena Burdge
Shaik Chowdary
Brody Conway
Kristina Davis

Andrew Dignan
Kyle Gaze
Beverly Howard
Munira Jamal
Zoe Jones
Amber Mariano
Stephen Miles

Hunter Morgan
Samantha Petrozzi
Lauren Polson
Olivia Randall-Kosich
Taylor Rayfield
Andrew Thomas
Christopher Washburn

Honors in the Major

Megan Alexander
Anthropology

Maria Crescenzi
Nursing

Kayla Johnson
Social Work

Angela Bardwell-Owens
Psychology

Ilona Day
Finance

Ellen Johnston
Nursing

Sara Brandenburg
Nursing

Asmita Devkota
Nursing

Tyler Kelley
History

Dhaneen Comeau
Sociology

Delayna Donohue
Nursing

Jeslin Kera
Biomedical Sciences

Roberto Cordero
French

Lucia Jimenez
Elementary Education

Valerie Kessler
Psychology
Olivia Kondos  Nursing  Danielle Sapp  Social Work  Karis Tindell  Nursing

Rebecca Manske  Nursing  Benjamin Schachner  Interdisciplinary Studies  Tyler Townsend  Physics

Isaiah Moser  Nursing  Alexandra Stepanov  Writing and Rhetoric  Cory Walsh  Psychology

Rigoberto Rodriguez  Political Science  Sonali Tewatia  Psychology  Lubba Wintzer  International and Global Studies

**LEAD Scholars**

Isidore Garagay Balldado  Ryad Hassaan Hafeez  Samantha Lee Petroozzi
Beri Margaret Bastian  Steven Lee Heller  Maxwell Scott Rosier
Scott Thomas Benton  Logan Alexander Hoffman  Austin Anthony Teahan
Marielena Renee Burdge  Beverly Jean Howard  Bianca Elyssse Ungerer
Michael Herbert Conway  Kayla Opal Johnson  Emmett Royce White III
Hannah Catherine Cox  Amber Lynn Mariano  Taylor Michelle Winslow
Kathryn Rose Divincenzo  Michelle Mendez
Morgan Kristine Haas  Drew Maris Newman

**President’s Leadership Council**

Caroline C. Sutton

**Army ROTC Commission**

Nathaniel Owen
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:
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A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262; The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by *The Princeton Review*.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

Art BA-Art History
Callie Jillian Gearttner
Anna Janowski
Caterina Marconi

Art BA-Studio
Channing Victoria Gray
Daniel Reyes

Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management
Nicholas Paul Aquino
Daniel James Brook
Eurecan Claude
Giselle Nadina Filippini
* Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hendricks
Mathew Norton Jones
Savannah Sky Kloess
Blanchemarie Fay Letakis
Christine Lynn Samples
Aaron Tanner Smith
Robert Lee Thompson III

Digital Media BA
Michael Blake Bush
Kenneth J. Morrison

Digital Media BA-Game Design
Benjamin Charles Allen
Dylan Thomas Britton
Megan Michelle Carroll
D’Yontai Dewayn Crowder
Ryan Oneal Ferguson
Zachary Joseph Gadzinski
Martin Gabriel Jerez
Matthew Schaffer
Kyle Alexander Schwiebert
Amanda Elizabeth Simmons
Lawton Taylor Ward IV
Stuart Duane Winslow

Digital Media BA-Web Design
Neenah Somalia Williams

English BA
* Cassandra Marie Busto

English BA-Creative Writing
Jamie Anne Baker
Nicole Marie Caivaue
Julio Yamil Calciano Perez
Jessica Robinson Crosby
Matthew Forrest Denney
Elaine Marie Ewertz
Aschely Elizabeth Gaddy
John Michael Gallagher
** Taylor Lyn Gilman
Sarah Elizabeth Green
George Philip Gruskin
Charles Darrell Hines
Shelbie Jessica Kelly
Lauren Marie Knight
Elizabeth Baden Knowles
Melanie Ashley Miles
Lance Michael Milham
Hayley Morgan Miller
Kassandra Rose Miranda
** Samuel Craig Oatley
** Adele Elizabeth Pappoosh Pascale Carmelita Questel
Anora Iris Sotomayor
Dilia Christine Suggs
Joseph Oneal Thompson
Helena Elizabeth Tracy
Grace Ann Trotta
Kristin Marie Trujillo
Ashley J. Vazquez Colon
Stephanie Ann E. West
Keondra Annastashia Wilson

English BA-Literature
Carlos Black Andino
Gabrielo Myrone Banks
Charles Harold Bark
Anel Bencosme
Zahirah Ni’Mat Calloway
Courtney Lynn-Marie Cole
Carolyn Elizabeth Conover
* Jaelyn Lorene Crawford
Matthew Edward Dodenhoff
Briona Alexs Eaddy
Danielle Hannah Easley
* Nicole Lynn Farrington
Lizandra Gabriela Gonzalez
* Chelsea Christine Greenwell
Ashley Nicole Grillin
Xandalee Demetria Joseph
Maria Jane Kelly
James Tabler Kernek
* Ashley Tiann Lewis
* Michelle Ann Madden
Katheryne Ann Mailander
Melissa Faith McDonald
Kevin Ernest Ochoa
Hannah Brooke Osment
Taylor Bernard Pugh
Breanna Inez Ramos
Katherine Anne Read
Brittany Marie Sanchez
Lester Scott
Daniel Paul Shoria
Ashley Christina Simon
Katherine Abigail Vega
Tara Marie Watson

English BA-Technical Communication
Alexander Parker Brownell Curtis
Sean Matthew Maetozo
Dail Zachary Mills
Ciara Marie Tongel
Dylan Scott Wright

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Jonathan Bivens Boland
Lawrence Charles Brown II
Brittany-Ann Rachel Clark
Tyler Jorden Franklin
Nicholas Emil Graves
*** Brian Matthew Imparato
Evelyn Mykelrose Luther
Jamie McAfie
Kylie Michelle Oliver
Stephanie Marie Rosario Rodriguez
Joseph Hubbard Saunders, Jr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

French BA
Lauren Nicole Aiello
Roberto Francisco Cordero
Christopher Jamal Turner

History BA
Kyle Alexander Aulow
William Joseph Baker
Zebadiah James Barnard
Roberto Gustavo Benitez
Griffin Andrew Bixler
Joshua Brian Burns
Zafrios Daglaris
Jenilee Diaz
Yizelle Jacqueline Fernandez
Aaron Todd Fried
Agnes L. Fuerst
Cory John Gasset
Stephen Howard Gold, Jr.
Jacob Dylan Harper
Hampton Andrew Hovey
Nathan Leland Hufstetler
Jennifer Ann Jensen
Joseph Paul Mannerberg
Christian Albert Marinas
Yolande Georgiana McKay
Brittney Ann McSwain
Casey Mikayla Melnik
Mark James Meta
Nicole Jean Meyer
Jeremy Malate Perry
Cody Aaron Rachels
Taylor James Rayfield
Samuel Edward Rihnow
Kyle David Snodgrass
Richard Gordon Stafford
Samuel Wilton Stevenson
Stephen Michael Strickler
Pedro Orlando Torres Reyes
Juliana Hiroko Voyles
Abigail Nadia Wilson

Humanities BA
Victor Nguyen

Latin American Studies BA
Maria Gabriela Garcia
Nicole Vanessa Reyes Palma

Music BA
Angelica Lynnette Amador
Rachel Nicole Barnes
Timothy John Bell
Curran James Butcher
Abigail Elizabeth Lewis
Michelle Elizabeth McGurn
Richard James Stein
Sarah Taylor Strubbe

Philosophy BA
Kayla Michelle Herman
Chancellor Powell Nichols

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Tyler Bert Commons
Christian Eduardo Santos
Shannon Edwards Whitaker

Spanish BA
Yuderka Brito
Paula Daniela Butler
Hannah Nicole Frechette
Carlos Manuel Moya
Lindsey Marie Wood

Theatre Studies BA
Tanner Dane Best
Carmen Regina Castillo
Jacqueline Lucia McGuire
Jordan Elizabeth Orlando
Imirio Perez
Natazsza Renee Roby
Hayley Olivia Strubbe
Shauna Nicole Turnmire

Writing and Rhetoric BA
Ashley McNeill
Nehemie Nathalie Pierre
Paige Elizabeth Preston
Alexander Zo Rolette
Alexandra Stepanov

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art BFA-Emerging Media
Goeffrey Anthony Bent
** Sondra Joyce De Luca
Gina Marie Di Donato
*** Ashley Nicole Golladay
Alex Palmer Grossman
Danae Krista McDermott
** Grace Anne Monsalvatge
Andrew Sookhoo
Kristin Marie Wasmund

Art BFA-Studio Art
Danielle Paula Calibao
Cassi Alexis Walsh

Film BFA
Jade Ashley Gregory
Sydney Elizabeth Ray

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre
*** Amanda Lyn Hornberger
Lindsay Page Riddle

Theatre BFA-Stage Management
Christina Michelle Miller
Morgan Kathryn Moots

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Victoria Alexis Glueckoshi
Nicole Marie-Laure Visco
Sydney Rose Walker

Bachelor of Music
Music Performance BM
Ciara Brooke Hill

Bachelor of Science
Photography BS
Daniel Luis Amaro
Juan David Betancurt
Kayla Michele Billingsley
Tyler Julian Theron Blackwell
Ivon Melessie Neville

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
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UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

College of Business Administration

Christopher Robert Hall
Devin Mark Haskins
Tyler James Hayden
Gabriel Christian Hernandez
Ryan Jacob Hoge
Jonathan Daniel Holly
Kylar Steven Howe
Wolfgang Siegfried Hueck, Jr.
Vibhor Kumar Jain
Arvind Jategaonkar
Jennifer Ann Jensen
Adib Kamal
Stephen P. Knight
Nicholas Matthew Larrow
Skye Elizabeth Lawton
Christopher Michael Levitt
Ivan Pavlo Lingvay
Juan Manuel Lopera Correa
Julio Rosiel Lopez
Maria Del Pilar Lopez
Tami Louiscar
Bao Ying Luo
Nicholas Austin Masi
Sean Thomas Mayer
Mary Cailtin MacDonald
Christopher Michael McLean
Matthew Leon Mejia
* Kenneth Mina
Sloka Mohan Mirpuri
Michael Matthew Molina
Zachary James Morris
Larissa Marie Mullin
* Samantha Rose Murphy
Gail Ann Daude Nelson
Antwan Nephew
Luis Nunez
Alvaro Olmedo
Taylor Renee Olson
Alec Dalton Pac
David Eugene Parkhurst III
Naresh Manoj Parwani
Tuan Ngoc Pham
Taylor Anne Powell
Ty Kenneth Price
Sean Paul Puchaty
Dylan Quintilone
Fernando Rabel
Diego Ramirez
Drew Anthony Rangel
Austin Michel Redinger
Eric Joel Rifkin
Jordan Christopher Ripley
Noel Blake Ritchey
Alexis Concepcion Rivero
Arash Rokh
Blake Anthony Romano
Michael Anthony Ropiza
Leah Marie Sandefur
** Spencer Reid Sater
Sarah Emily Schwenneker
Kaitlin Anne Shankland
Sangeen Raj Singh
Kevin Joseph Slobodnik
Shantell Janay Smith
Wyatt James Smith
William Michael Sponheimer
Trevor Thomas Surroca
Stephan Edward Sutton
Ryan Keif Swarthout
Sheva Parisa Teimouri
Giuseppe Miguel Theodorides
Jacob Michael Triton
Shimeng Wang
Xuesong Wang
Steven Daniel Watin
Wesley Adam Whidden
Hans Christian Wittig

** Lucas Lorenzo Lotz
Colin John Madden
Kyril Alexander Monge
Lisa Marie Morgan
Antonio Guiseppe Musarra
Vicor William Oberschall
Matthew Osborn
Keshav Jayesh Patel
Tyler James Putt
Lexi Bree Rowe
C. Chad Rowley
Justin Robert Seaman
Guy Sharon

* denotes Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

Integrated Business BSBA

Marcio Gabriel Alves
Andrew Joseph Amico
Regina Pierre Antoine
Jessica Marie Arafa
Elliott Ryan Barry
Justin Michael Birkenmaier
Alexandre J. Brice III
Erica Danielle Bussey
Copelyn Rio Calmer
Anna Gabrielle Cappadoro
Ember Colleen Carmean-Alonzo
Courtney Taylor Clark
Massimo Coppola
Jamar Emanuel Crew
Seema Dabhoiwalla
Anthony Joseph Daukasis
Shyam Janak Desai
Dylan Michael Dickson
Thang Nguyen Duong
Kenna Marie Dwyer
Ashley Lexis Fennor
Dylan Reid Gamache
Bradley Gregory Garcia
Gregory Scott Giancarlo
Cole Anthony Harltey
Heather Ashley Hernandez Hausen
Logan Michael Hausler
Zachary Martin Hawk
Roschelle Henry
Michael Henry Holmes
Robert Thomas Holt
Jimmie Lee Humphrey III
Thomas Jarrod Johnson
Jacob Marc-Anthony Kig
Jesse Thomas Kilcoyne
Bradley Alan Kumm
Gayvaskar Lachhmanan
Alexi Laraway
Austin Alexander Lawicki
Gabriela Lopez
Kimberly Marie Mallette
Ashley Richelle Mashaw
Austin Patrick Medlin
Stephanie Morris
Cesar Augusto Muniz
Silvana Ospina
Ryan Cain Page

Elizabeth Ann Smiley
Samuel Stacy Smith
Maria Tran
College of Business Administration

Cory Ray Patton
Mecca Vanique Perkins
Slava Pilipenko
Kasey Louise Rines
Alexis Jordan Reyes
Taylor Noble Robinson
John Myers Rout
Jonathan Michael Rynar-Scheiblich
Matthew Joseph Scardino
Taran Alexander Schofield
Matthew Robert Sheehan
Terrence Thevenin
Michael Edward Tobin
Kelly Tuyen Nhu Tran
Maxwell Robert Tucker
Matthew Glenn Tymeson
Gabriela Ugarde
Giovanni Visbal
Jordan Eric Vrolijk
Taylor Jean Wassam
Lauren Camille Whitley
Clifford M. Windle
Colin Dwayne Womack

Management BSBA
Michael Robert Bowden
Jordan Lacey Devereaux
Jackson Gerffard
Minh-Hoang Ngoc Pham
Bienna Teta
Lindsay Emma-Marie Vazquez

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship
David Michael Huba
David Peter Rabon
Jasmine Gabriela Yamin

Management BSBA-General Management
Omar Ahmed Alfiky
Walter Lee Alliance
Joseph Doherty Boyle
** Christian Colon
Christopher Richard Dalbo
Adrian Brooks de Montluzin
Brendan Micheal Diersen
Tyler Ryan Howard
Lauren Rose Kroning
Garrett James Lastra
Devon Myers Leckie
Jonathan Peter Lopez
Christiana Marshall

* Katie Leigh Morris
  Rachel Naomi Muye
  Nicholas John Nelson
  Lauren McKay Polson
  Maxwell Scott Rosier
  Jonathan Andrew Scala
  Gavin Singh
  Marc Henry Utile
  Jalyss Aaliyah Wilson

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management
* Beri Margaret Bastian
  Hannah Catherine Cox
  Brian Leo Duffy
  Alyssa Dawn Haire
  Kyra Nicole Kemp

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing
Brandon Chais Albin
Alexis Engle Antonio
Kaitlin Marie Balcerak
Corey Thomas Boulliez
Christina Nicole Brinkman
Mark Anthony Castello
Ryan George Chikeritis
Tydearion Lamar Cocroft
William Houston Cole
* Natasha Ana Teresa Delgado
  William Kenneth Desapio
  Bradley Thomas Dickinson
  Jeffery Richard Ehlebracht
  Stefanie Renee Estes
  Andrew Joseph Fiola
  John James Florio
  Michael Aaron Fretwell
  Kasey Lynn Gamble
  Amanda Gil
  Adam Luis Gonzalez
  Justin Thomas Hand
  Ryan Timothy Heeley
  Vibhor Kumar Jain
  Corinne Nicole Keiper
  Misha Kelly Kittilson
  Paige Elise Kransberg
  Siu Ming Law
  Nicole Sophia Licourt
  David Joseph Lustman
  Collin Thomas Maxfield
  Kai Lamar Maynor
  Michael Travis Meador
  Michelle Mendez

* Tanner Allen Mitchell
  Irene Morales
  Shelby Joy Normington
  Jeremy Michael Panakos
  Jenevy Marie Pena
  Amber Marie Petha
  Mariano Porter, Sr.
  Alyssa Christine Pulliam
  Brianna Raaf
  Nicholas John Randio
  Anthony Rodriguez
  Richard Mark Rogers, Jr.
  Andres Augusto Romero
  Melanie Nicole Sanchez
  Janeth Sanchez Librado
  Alexandra Sattler
  Kia Mari Scadlock
  Norman James Shea IV
  Isaac Jonathan Silverman
  Jonathan Suarez
  Kaizzle Tiongson Tatualla
  Austin Anthony Teahan
  Wyatt Andrew Troutman
  Shane Marie Vigan
  Kyle Robert Vrban
  Gregory Alan White
  Kelly Elizabeth Wilkinson
  Taylor Mazal Zeig

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling
Kionna Chicquita monet Bolden
Merarys Diaz
Kyle Geiger
Brooke Allison Maher

Real Estate BSBA
Edgardo Acevedo, Jr.
Kaitlin Marie Balcerak
Michael Christopher Barta
Taylor Michelle Beam
Courtney Lynn Bresnock
Edward Castillo
Drake Ryan Dickerson
Joseph Anthony Granteed
Luke R. Kranz
Thomas Alfred Passero

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Laura Lee Hale

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)
Brandy Brionna Williams

Early Childhood Development and Education BS-Early Childhood Development
Jenna Ann DeBaro
Jordan Angelina Farmer
Karelys Mari Figueroa Martes
Maria Valentina Guerrero
Robert Jacob Haynes
Carlye Helen Hubert
Renee Marie Lustman
Keydra L. McGlond
Ashley Marie Sanchez
Kayla Michelle Saunders
Chelsea Nicole Sweeney
Erich James Turner
Vanessa Marie Villanueva
Alicia Denise Washington

Elementary Education BS

Hedaya Abdelhack
Ana Carolina Aparicio
Karina Marie Burgos
Kayla Marie Classby
Hanna Grace Conrad
Gaby Johanna DeGuzzi
Janeshia Sade Forrester
Jennifer Elayne Harshbarger
Rachel Earlaine Herring
Tiffany Anne Hogrefe
Jennifer Leah Lewis
Priscilla Londono
Alexis Brianna McCullough
Coral Brook Moyle
Ashley Labria Newsome
Joselyn Ryanna Rivera
Malina R. Rodriguez
Shelby Kathryn Saywers
Courtney Leha Scott
Caley Ashlyn Soto
Kristen Marie St. John
Chandler Tatum Yonge

Elementary Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Darnisha Latoya Avant-Parker
Rica Shenell Clements
Staci Lee Culver
Mary Frances Duffy
Anna Marie Fetzer
Ashley Nicole Holmes
Lorena D. Martinez
Heather Lee McDuffie
Samantha Lyn Nugent
Tatianna Victoria Passarelli
Kelly Michaelle Puckett
Angelima Ramos Martinez
Candy Strong

English Language Arts Education BS
Gabriel A. Arredondo
Chelsea Ann Fleming
Christie Susan Franklin
Daniel William Green
Kayla Lynette Kelly
Adriana Lamour
Nathan Gregory Moretto
Alyssa Marie Orioles
Joyce Elenie Rivera

Foreign Language Education BS-Spanish
Krystin Elizabeth Noell Goenner

Mathematics Education BS
Karl Robert Cowart
Indira Priya Persaud
Daniel Elijah Urena

Mathematics Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Rodney Bob Plancher
Whitney Savannah Poole

Science Education BS-Biology
Jaime Marie Tedesco

Social Science Education BS
Stephanie Rebecca Booth
Kenneth Douglas Croll

Social Science Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Michael Bryan Bautista
Connor Anthony Ciocco
Naggine Georges
Happy Joy Ruth Kaley Kierstead
Edward Nalley Specht

Sport and Exercise Science BS
Ricardo Bravo, Jr.
Nicole Ashley Ellis

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching
Stephanie F. Ball
Christopher Thomas Boetto
Jaiquan La Vante Edgecomb
Stefan Johansson Guerrero
Tyler Anthony McGuiley
Nicholas Davian Myers
Tyler Grant Perkel
Andrew Thomas Robinson
Gabrielle Kirsten Sacco
Emmanuel Isaac Scott
Charles Kenneth Sprenkel
Kevin Lamar Williams, Jr.

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Community Sport and Fitness
Lauren Edwina Roberts

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance
Kayla Joan Zophia Adamek
Mark Phillip Adams
Vanessa Alvarez
Elizabeth Laura Aouad
Jordan Rene Archibald
Cassidy Ann Ashworth
Geronimo Bejarrano
Jnea Sheronne Bellamy
Gregory Allen Bertil
Carolyn Elise Blackett
Tabresha Andrea Blake
E’mon Monae Bonaparte
Shane Logan Buchholz
Michael Richard Callahan
Colton Michael Chamblin
Kelsie Marlene Church
Christopher David Colaluca
Anthony Christopher Coluccio
Courtney Elizabeth Cramer
Richard Ryan Crile

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger’s, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Guillermo Alicea, Jr.
Joshua Michael Atkinson
Kristopher Bryan Bandong
Lee Cameron Berman
Jamshon Boliva
David Christopher Brickeen
Howard Joseph Brown
Sara Anne Brown
Andrew Paul Dignan
Gabriela Nicole Fisher
Ryan Miller Fonzi
Tyler Nleson Gauntlett
Benjamin Goldstein
Justin Paul Graham
Christopher William Grenci
Kurt Randall Hawkes
** Daniel Jacob Healy
Hunter Samuel Heston
Peter Phong Hoang
Da’quesha La’Shay Irvin
Sammy Israwi Yordi
Marina Kassimis
Karson Keith Kimbrel
Bradley Joshua Kovacs
Travis Le
Daniel Joseph Lott
Shuaicheng Ma
Farhan Mandani
Jesus Raul Menacho
Austin Healy Miller
Harsh Kaivalya Patel
Tuan Ngoc Pham
* Bryan Earl Poulson
Noel Sanchez
Christopher Ray Sipes
Michael Eric Slater
Michael Anthony Stack
Travis Lamont Stamper
Sayeed Mohammad Tahseen
Gregory Keith White
Christopher Evan Williams

Information Technology BS
Wassemah Ayoub
Ivan Fernando Barrera
Angelica Celia Canzanella
Justin Paul Cotto
Ronald Phillip Entner
Savannah Clara Fahed

Andrew Scott Fesmire
Jason Figueroa
Connor Nicholas Frost
Christopher Joseph Graham
Stephen Daniel Halili
Miraj Haque
Brian Joseph Hart
Blake Alan Howes
Justin Hwang
David Lane Johnson
Tan Thanh Le
Nelson Gabriel Lopez
Kenny Lu
* Justina Mason
Orlando Milligan, Jr.
Alfonso Miguel Morales
Justin Matthew Morrissette
Pau Muan Sian Mung
Mazin Nabih Musallam
Alexander Kurt Nagel
Danh D. Nguyen
Ryan Magee Packard
Adrian Arrail Payne
Michael Setzer
Vivian Shao
Christopher Todd Smekens
Chey Richard Smith
Matthew Patrick Smith
Rachel Knight Smith
** Andrew Marino Thomas
Jacob Matthew Turner
David Wayne Van Aulen
Justin Christopher Varney
Jacob Owen Weber
Emmett Royce White III

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSASE
Samuel Thomas Alexin
** Egan Christopher Burcky
Joe Caraccio
Leah Johanna Conover
Christopher John Di Taranto
Kenneth Joseph Fessel
Tyler James Hayward
Ahmed Atallah Jadallah
Christine Dionne Lynch
Javier Enrique Marquez
William Juergen Roesch

Jorge Daniel Ruiz
Milana A. Singh-Bravo
Henry Gabriel Vazquez

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Wassem Abdoullahi
Matthew Paul Behler
William Alexander Bitter
Alexis Dyan Bogen
Alexander James Borgmeier
Michelle Gabriela Buirton
Edwin Camacho
Scott Leslie Castro
Stephanie Marie Egger
Eric Jeffrey Embick
Gheath Jeris Ewais
Watts Exceus
Julian Andres Gil, Jr.
Christopher Scott Gooding
Victor Antonio Guzman
Graham Price Johnson
Nicholas Jesse Johnson
Michael Ronald King
Breana Lynn Krausman
John Anh Le
Jacob Louis Logan
Gabriela Karina Lopez
Andrew William McCormick, Jr.
Yousef Mohammed Nawafeh, Jr.
Christiane Marie Nelson
Phong Thanh Nguyen
Andrea Pava
Ivonne Elena Rios
Joseph Ian Robichau
Derek Roth Neumann
Alexander Kenneth Sharp
* Ashley Joie Swenson
Thomas John Tustin
Margaret Anna Van den Avont
Nicole Villegas
Clayton Daniel Wiggins
Asad Abu Zafar
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
Construction Engineering BSConE
Luis Miguel Borja
Eric D. Brooks
Michael John O'Neill
Colton Jay Summers

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering BSCpE
Alan Birmaher
Julian Luis Bonnells
James Alexander Bryant
Marc Richard Burrell
Anthony Shivam Chand
Stephen James Esposito
Benjamin Wyattte Farris
Krystal Marie Folkes
Lucas James Gillespie
James Micah Harrison
Timothy Lee Henry
Andres Felipe Huertas
Brandon Anthony James
Alex Lam
Blake Anderson Loeb
Carla Majluf
Gaston Mulasjanga
Juan Felipe Palomino
Vanessa Jacqueline Penas
Alexander Maready Power
* Jacob Alexander Sprague
James Tavil
William Tyback Rojas
Lamard Vertusma
Gilbert Patrick Vieux
Melissa Jane Wetzel

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering BSIE
Abdulaziz Khalid Almashouq
Gerard Pierre Denis
Nicholas Beijan Ghaneie
Fernanda Vermeil
Nicholas Ryan Stoll
Nihil Hiren Patel
* Houman Poutsi
Seth Aeryk Rhodes
Nicholas Ryan Stoll
Niabelle Emilie Thelemaque
Jimmy Vallejo

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering BSEnvE
Michael Herbert Conway
Michael Kevin Folstein
* Eric Michael Knoppe
Christian Thomas Mckim
* Tyler Shane Townsend

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering BSME
Daniel Thomas Auito
Toriano Devard Archer
Isidore Garagay Baldado
Sean Benjamin Beverung
Tara K.C. Brown
Cailyn DeJesus Caba
Christopher James Chmelir
Bradley Michael Davis
Charles Robert Davis

Joshua Brian Dean
Kevin Javier Diaz
Aaron Christopher Dobu
Mahmoud Elsayed Elhady
Robert Paul Fedi, Jr.
Jack Alexander Fenton
Jelani Majeek Foy
Michael Gonzalez
Chelsea Jade Greene
Ryad Hassaun Hafeez
Carmen Noemi Henriquez Rojas
Giovanni Lara
Jesus Manuel Marcano
Daniel Hardin McLeod
Stephen Taylor Miles
Bailey G. Morgan
Gaston Mulasjanga
Ryan Patrick Mulvaney

Alvaro Rodrigo Ferrufino Coronel
Miguel Angel Gonzalez, Jr.
David Alvin Harrison
Erik Jacob Kantrowitz
Joshua Daniel Karp
Andrew Michael Leserra
Maria Del Mar Lopez
Eric Daniel Maciaszek
Dorian Daniel James Maness
Anthony Takim Martin
Vasu Mody
Austin Benton Moore
Jay Morgan
Miled Andres Mourad
Kota Justin Peterson
Frederico Ramos
James Anthony Rodic
Brittany Amber Shim
Guillermo Antonio Silva
Jose Trapp
Roan Gabriel Vargas
Jacqueline Virginia Viscosi
Jared Cullen Webber

* denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BA
Gina Nicole Borras
Shelese Melissa Emmanuella Cantave
Shirley Coronado
Sasha Michelle Garrido Rojas
Paige Allison Jennings
Suzy B. Lucien
Christine Dora Mondzelewski
Jennifer Marie Santana

Criminal Justice BA
Zachary Blaise Busch
Sharlene Gerena-Jiménez
Justin Daniel Gonzales
Jancarlos Ledesma
Austin McCoy
Jacob Thomas Rios

Legal Studies BA
Lourdes Pilar Dominicis
Jessica Lissette Lopez
Syed Zubair Muzaffar
Brandon Paul Paquette
Joshua Cavon Robinson
Taylor Dalton Scrugg

Public Administration BA
Scott Thomas Benton
Thomas Jackson Moyer
Nicholas Kerr Muccionite
Steven Thomas Neal

Bachelor of Science

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BS
Ranim Al Hassan
Sterline Fabiola Auguste
Rebecca Maire Berg
Mark Biber
Deanna Jean Chillemi
Kelly Joseph Coble
Alexandra Maria Cuevas
Taylor Shumard Federer
Imani Jena Hackshaw
Chris William Henry
Mackenzie Ann Joyce
Jodi Kaltenbach
Paetyn Marloe Krueger
Karington Kree Lambert
Amelia Michael Langston
Meredithe Sylvie Lazare
Makayla Ashen Levandowski
Angel Katelyn Lovelace
Megan Marie Majewski
Isabella Martinez
Savannah Nicole McKathan
Taylor Alexis McKown
Sydney Rose McNamee
Olga Yxandra Molestina
Miranda Moreno
Nicole Helen Noble
Laney Elisabeth Nobles
* Elizabeth Marie Palacio
Gabrielle Teresa Pilcher
Kelley Diane Price
Stephanie Maria Quinn
Jennifer Lynn Raiman
Emily Silva
Shanara Lacone Smith
Jacinna Monica Soto
Haley Alexandra Stotts
*** Katie Hogan Taylor
Nahir Elaine Velazquez
Christina Marie Voor
Kayla Walker
Ashley Elizabeth Wells
Alisha Beth White
Alice Renee Williamson
Kayla Nicole Wilson
* Shelby Leanne Yingst
* Sabrina Renee Young
* Natalie Elizabeth Zepf

Criminal Justice BS
Bianca Acevedo
Victoria Renee Alexander
Catherine Marie Almendarez
** Melanie Isabel Arroyo
Abdulkarim Marwan Bin Qasim
* Stephanie Lissette Bohorquez
Tyler Scott Brooks
Patrick John Burke
Catherine Elisabeth Bursley
* Abigail Conner Byers
Desiree Sabrina Castano
* Jennifer Margarita Castillo Garcia
Alec Ernie Chavis
Ohan Reid Cooper
Rachel Olivia Cooperman

Stephanie Ivette Cornejo
Brooks Matthew Miller Dautezenberg
Dominik Lorenzo Deramo
Shawesica Diomonic Dunston
Arnold Christopher Figueroa
Alexander Filiault
Laumanu Fine
Marcellous D’Amonte Fletcher
Beau Robert Frisby
David Edward Gajas
Thalia Gallego
Laura Nicole Gantner
Vincent Pasquale Gatto, Jr.

*** Timothy Cruz Guerrero, Jr.
Zachiriah Robert Gundrum
Jordan Matthew Hebbert
Sonya Lee Heredia
Duncan Patric Hilbert
David Ho
Brandon Sean Hughes
Adam Machlif Igaran
Valencia John-Lewis
Keppler Joad Joseph
Mohamed Shazad Khan
Benjamin Robinson Knox
Matthew James Lang
Chad Winston Larrier
Ryne Andrew Lathrop
Shevanell Tamera Lawrence
Nicky Lugo
Richard Madrid
Jacob Cameron Martin
* Alexander Giovanni Martinez
Tyler Mackenzie Maschnot
Helene Christine Masi
Kyle Mark Meierdierck
Sheyenne Brandi Meyers
Eric James Milliar
Bozhidar Mladenov Mladenov
Ana K. Moreno
Christopher Michael Nash
Fabola Nazario Ramos
Steven Nelson
Maria Fernanda Ospina
Kasey Patel
Blissenobi Sabrina Pendley
Jose Miguel Perez
Courtney Gabrielle Peters
Brandon Odell Pilot, Jr.
Joseph Adam Pinser
Kyle Mackenzie Plavcan
Alexis Nicole Powers
Tashawnda Clark Prather

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger's, as well as one of the nation's most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

---

College of Health and Public Affairs

Tyler Michael Prokosch  
Pamela Ramirez Contreras  
Ynohe Bay Range  
Daniel Rivera  
Brian Roa  
De'Marion Lamonte Robinson  
Austin Cody Rodriguez  
Tashiana Sanon  
Michael Lawrence Schaefer  
Ellis Brighten Schoen  
Peter Greg Segallis  
Valerie Silva  
Jessica Lynn Sirignano  
Sean Michael Stuart  
Alexandra Ashley Sullivan  
Travis Jamie Sullivan  
Daniel Arthur Taylor  
Melanie Anne Tommasello  
Nicole Torres  
Adrian M. Vargas-Ramirez  
Zachariah John Walters  
Kristin Holly Weiner  
Johna Elvion Whitaker  
Daniel Lewis Woronoff  
Calvin Yang  
Keisha Marie Young-Spence  
Kaitlin Hillary Yutzy  

Carlton James Aurelius  
Katherine Carol Aust  
Jamal Augusto Baptista  
Ashley Vanessa Barrett  
Rebecca Eve Basch  
Ramy Nazir Bashir  
Alcindy Bencosme  
Mackenzie Walker Benson  
Iqra Asif Bhatti  
Vanessa Rebecca Blair  
Anna Bounphakham  
Kelli Anne Bride  
Eric Larsen Brumley  
Travis Blake Buongiorno  
Daniela E. Burbano  
Alston Bryan Calderon  
Moises Calero  
Brittany KayLa Callahan  
Amber Michelle Campbell  
Carina Caraballo  
Randolph Richard Carter III  
Jarrett Ronald Case  
Kseniya Chageyeva  
Viola E. Charles  
Juan David Chavarriaga  
Steven Douglas Cheaney  
Danny Cheng  
* Thomas Richard Clark, Jr.  
Bria Alexandria Clemmons  
Joshua David Condo  
Kimoy Kesia Conklin  

Lea Antonia Crabb  
** Shanay Yashanie Crawford  
Juliana Vieira Da Silva  
Ralph George Dagher  
Kaejay Tuan Dam  
Zephir Dazlie  
Jiana Christine De Vera Jamero  
Stephanie Deobord  
Michelle Renee deViere  
Angelica Melisa Diaz-Rivera  
Kathryn Rose DiVincenzo  
Jillian Alysa Dobranski  
Lindsay Nicole Dotson  
Megan Ashley Drumm  
Xuong Du  
Sarlynn Duarte  
Kaitlyn Marie Egan  
Tasia Alexandra Elias  
Gianna Rose Falise  
Alexander David Feld  
Emily Ann Fix  
Emily Megan Green  
Pryncess Grace Green  
Trevor Edward Gross  
Gina Rose Guastafeste  
Brianne Celeste Harris  
Alexandra Heidtmann Nobre  
Monequa Henley  
Laura Isabel Herbas Davilus  
Nicholas Patrick Hewitt  
Brian Higuera  
* Aaminah Ruqaiyah Inshan  
Natalie Lucia Jeffreys  
Rohan Christiaan Johnson  
Zoe Elizabeth Jones  
Rasha Atya Khan  
Sung Joong Kim  
Kyle Nelson King  
Edward Manuel Koczara  
Rayssa Rech Kussumoto  
Timothy Enrique Labrada  
Alexander Kevin Laguardia  
Alexandra Marie Larach  
Joel Andrew Leon  
Kiara Rochelle Lewis  
Kayla Marie Loockhartt  
Licci Paola Lopez Vergara  
Nathan Joseph Maciag  
Artur Magiera  
Pamela Aura Mangonon  
Nicky Masoodi  
Patricia Erin May  
Devon Nichole Mays  
Matthew Patrick McNamara  
Adrienne Rachelle McKenzie  
Vivian Liz Mendez  
Krystal Eunice Merced  
Erendira Gabriela Meza Flores  
Khaleel Wall Mohamed  
Lauren Alexis Montague  
Nikki Catherine Moynihan  
Nicolette Mrvos  
Massiel Elena Murga  
Purity Nyambura Murita  
Yazen Musharbash  
Josephine Napolitano  
Paul Emmanuel Ndjabo  
Linh Thuy Nguyen  
Deanna Alyse Noriega  
Okechukwu Okpara  
Nicholas Olmeda  
Amanda Asha Oudit-Roy  
Kathryn Elizabeth Parete  
Deepak Kiran Patel  
Dillan Pratful Patel  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by *The Princeton Review* and *Kiplinger’s*, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by *Forbes*. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number 2 game school by *The Princeton Review*.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

College of Health and Public Affairs

Nicholas Shav Patel
Caitlyn Leigh Patton
Brook Martin Patterson
Maikel Juan Pedroira
Andres Fernando Perez
Yairenis Perez
Cory Michael Petrovcik
William Kent Phillips, Jr.
Ashley Nicole Platt
* Rachel Madison Poole
McKenzie Joanne Price
Kaela Yvonne Proffer
Yan Kirk Prospere
Samuel David Proulx
Shivam Narendra Radadia
Imara Rajan
Stephana Donna Reid
Brittany Geovanna Berrie
*** Natalia A. Reyes
Alexandra Genelle Richardson
Genevieve W. Rigueur
Dagmarie Rios
Alivia Danielle Rivera
Jazmin Rivero
Stephanie Jackeline Rosales
Katrina Anne Santos Salas
Michael L. Sanchez
Stephanie Jo Sanchez
* Kimberly Santa
Megan Colette Schufeldt
Christine Rose Scileppi
Mohamed Shlib
Nyala Marie Shuler
Saif Muhammed Siddiqui
Jared Emjanim Simonski
Relhan Jabbar Sorathia
Jessica Lauren Springer
Katherine Mary Stallings
Erepta Sterling
Caitlyn Strietelmeier
Sara Louise Stuff
Natassjia Lesha Sutherland
Jyothy Thomas
Christina Laurel Thompson
Victoria Vanessa Torres
Kevin Trung-Tin Trang
Desiree Jahaira Trujillo
Fahad Kausar Uddin
Greysi Valentin
Jessica Sara Varghese
Alexander Scott Vilaplana
Michelle F. Villard
Brittany Brianna Waddell
Morgan Ashley Wade
Amber Rae Williams
Kirsten Leanne Williams
Caitlin Mackenzie Wurster
Alexa Rae Young
Shanel Lavone Young
Beatriz E. Yunnez-Metral
Kelsey Lynn Zablackas
Ekaterina Igorevna Zinchenko

Health Services Administration BS

Christine Marlene Acosta
Safia Ahmed
Katia Albarran
Ashlynn Paige Allums
Melissa Sue Almerez
Norma Liliana Alvarez
Erika Nicole Amos
Paola Alejandra Avila
Amber F. Baker
** Hawa I. Bawaney
Rommel Escalaw Baylon
** Danielle Morgan Belanoff
Dana Marie Belekevich
Yesenia Yolanda Betancourt Catala
** Mary Margaret Brewer
Bradford William Breaster
Victoria K. Brizendine
Kara Martha Brothers
Diamond Janay Brown
Cheniece Diana Burke
Gary Evan Buzen III
Marie Calice
Adrian Armando Cea
Alexandra Rosilee Chou
Olga Colondres
Kasey Lyn Connelly
Jessica Cortes
Christina Elizabeth Costos
Christine Emily Craig
Jordan M. Crosby
Claudia Israel Cueto
Heather Marie D’Amato
Lucy Maria Demartini Scholl
Marie Dyna Deolus
Kenya L. Diaz
Nicole Lynn Dodge
Daichi Joseph Dougherty
Elisa Elizabeth Edwards
Caroline Elizabeth England
Nazish Faruqui
Sydney Reed Feliciani

Jennifer Linda Feliciano
Valerie Anne Foley
Mackenzie Shea Frame
Hannah Michaela Freeman
Marina Martins Freire
Alyssa Brianne Friday
Brandon Carlos Fuentes
Sabrina Gaskin
* Sara Ann Georgiades
Nicole Marie Giuffre
Elizabeth Gonzalez
Gabriella D. Gonzalez
David Joseph Goodreau
Jacob Lee Greseth
Evelyn Herrera
Nahum John Hill
Jennifer Hoang
Jalina Alyeska Hubbard
Allison Danielle Hynes
Sarah Marie Idaaspe
Mystique Ashley Isaacs
Yasmena Ismail
Sharon Jean-Paul
Emily Dawn Johannesen
Jamie Charmese Jones
Kristin Alexis Jordan
Barbara Hyegi Kim
Kelly Michelle King
Alexandria Elise La Tulippe
Cindy Lam
Vivy N. Lau
Uyen Vy Nguyen Le
Jamie Michael Lecomb
Shakeyia Merissa Madison
Elizabeth L. Martinez
Jennifer Lynn Mason Burch
Stephanie Mauvais
Paola Candelaria Mercado
Sheryl Mercier
Gabrielle Nicole Mielz
Emily Renee Miller
Julie Nicole Miller
Shanae Mullings
Victoria Ashley NEvin
Shireen Nkieti
Moises Ortega, Jr.
Jamessy M. Passe
Hiren H. Patel
Michael B. Payne
Re’sheem Pearson
Terina Petit
Amanda Kathleen Petruzello
Cory Richard Pierremont

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Shanese Diana Powe
Kristina Paige Queen
Alisha Shantie Ramdhial
Leusandra Leslie Remy
Anthony Reyes
Terence Ravindra Rhoehit

*** Jerry Matthew Riley
Alexandra Brooke Robinson
Kali Nichole Robinson
Alex Levi Rodriguez
Samantha R. Rosa
Marienella G. Rosario
Anabel Rotger
Ashlee Ruiz
Sahar Rustami
Daniela Sarai Salazar
Mariel Del Valle Salazar
Louis Delannic Samuels
Isabelle Marie Sarnek

** Jeffrey Todd Shapiro
Debra Marie Sierra
Erick Daniel Simon, Sr.
Teighlor Jamia Smith
Kelsie Carolyn Snyder
Christopher Scott Sohan
Kristina Ann Sosa

* Miranda Beth Strickland
Guan Nan Sun
Taneka Ranelle Taylor
Tatiandra Renadah Taylor
Rakeem Jahlanli Thomas
John James Tran
Ashly Lyn Trapp
Alexis Nicholas Vailas
Kremlina Valcin
Alisi Varela
Brittany Sara Varghese
Jessica Villegas
Rhishlya Aaisha Washington
Jessica Ann Weller
Megan Grace Wendlandt
Veronica Nadine Williams
Rachel Elizabeth Wozniak
Kiana Lynn Wuide
Taylor Nicole Zimmerman

Legal Studies BS
Abla Alaoi
Nicholas Donovan Arlandson
Gabriel Aurrecochea
Kareena Elizabeth Barretto
Vidya A. Bhag

Leslie Rio Branco
Nicholas Charles Brown
*** Santiago Alfonzo Cano
* Jennifer Margarita Castillo Garcia
Jonathan Anthony Connelly
Steven Delios
Natalie Lyn DiResta
Jasmine Nicole Espinosa
Franchesca Katerina Figueroa
Omar Daniel Gordon
Rachel Dawn Harris
Adam Machlof Ifargan
Briania Joy Isola
Kevin Shi Ji
LaToya Sherese Jones
*** Nicole Colleen Kennedy
*** Christopher Michael Kiernan, Jr.
Benjamin Michael Lagos
Ashley Ann Laperna
Victor Robert Lardani, Jr.
Boky Brandon Lee
Yolanda Danielle Martinez
Dustin Lawrence McKay
Ashley Nicole Mestiza Licata

* Patton Renee Mizelle
Molly Jane Molenaar
Melissa Jill Monahan
Timothy Kyler Nycum
Lorie Lynn Percy
Christian Austin Phillips
Raidiris Ramirez Reynolds
Nieves Rodriguez
Abby Danielle Salter
Adam John Sheplock
Sarah Amanda Shivamber
Jessica Ann Smith
Ryan David Smith, Sr.
Chelsea Ward
Jessica Holiday Renee Williams
Matthew Ryan Wykes
Chelsea J. Young
Vasilios Dimitrios Zimarakos

Public Administration BS
Yvanna Mireya Arburto
Estrellita V. Acevedo-Rivera
Melissa Christine Augustin
Darnell Anthony Giles
Casey Layne Keough
Michael Thomas McCormack
Vicente Ramos
Kahfi Nadirah Sims

Mikayela Sophia Solomons
Xenia Michelle Taylor
Eric Tyler Wieber
Isaiah Williams IV
Joshua Beau Williams

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW
Lovely Acquista
Candice Grace Barone
Christine J. Bealey
Stefanie Ann Bonilla
* Naomi Rachel Bourassa
Alfredo Nazario Brion III
Raven Chereen Bronson
Mileena Arianna Cavalcante
Chanelle Concepcion
Patricia Beatriz Del Manzano
Lauren Nicole Gordon
Caithlin Elizabeth Gress
Brittany Chacee Harvin
Mikayla J. Heams

** Alyssa Kathleen Hickey
* Kayla Opal Johnson
Chandeni Altonia Lucas
Martinelis Mairamananda Morales
Emmanuela Pamphile
Shanea Elizabeth Rolle-Radford
Kathy Rosa
Danielle Marie Sapp
Tracy Lynn Sears
Sheba Lynn Tackett
Thushara Thomas
Calvin Devon Turner
Lester Wilson Wiggins, Jr.
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Hanan Isam Abdelmuttalab Elsayed
Ahlam Rajab Abuhadrah
Tyler Brice Akins
Claudia Alvarez
Andrea Milagros Aranda
Kyler Banthamath Bounphob
Joseph Edward Boyette
Danny Cheng
Chyna Adora Chung
Nicholas Brian Conway
Roberto Francisco Cordero
Christian Kaylyn Danforth
Dennis Kyle Fidler
Naomi Leigh Hedstrom
Steven Lee Heller
Emily Anne Hopman
Karan Deep Issar
Ekaterina Karelova
Peter John Karner-Brown
Gina Danielle Kileline
* Brianna Lynne Kirkpatrick
Nicole Elise Kluge
Daniel Robert Larson
Iris Cakra Lawson
Dan Hoang Le
Tiffany Mai Luu
Cody Allen Magnuson
Naya Rosa Martin
Sarah May Martinez
Gregory Kyle Miller
Arielle Nicolette Moll
Lisa Ngoc Diep Nguyen
Wesley Daniel O’Nan
Richard Allan Pack, Jr.
Amisha Charmaine Palmer
Bhargav Surendra Parmar
Samantha Lee Petrozzi
Noorine Shiraz Plumber
Bradley Alan Prast
Ferdous Ur Faisal Rahman
Luz Magdalena Ramirez
Alexandra Genelle Richardson
Alondra Michelle Rivera
Rachel Mariah Rosario
Shane Hill Shapiro
Silvana Sidhom
Shane Cillian Smart
Vivien Mohamed Mahmoud Ahmed
Soliman

Jasmine Janei Sutton
Jessica Yisan Tam
Javier Alejandro Valentín, Jr.
Jessica Lydia Vesely
Kalyn Marie Ware
Diamond Washington
Carolyn Paige Wisser
Christopher James Yanick

Biotechnology BS
Mohammad Omar Barhanije
Alyssa Brittany Castelli
Ruginn Porce Pepito Catarata
Tessa Kristen Gonzalez
Noorine Shiraz Plumber
Silvana Sidhom

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Carlos Andres Caicedo, Sr.
Junior Louis

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger's, as well as one of the nation's most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Nicole Kristin Ackenbrack
Ashley Olivia Adirim
Luke Anthony Admire
Jocelin Grace Adona
* Katherine Davidson Allan
Alysha Nayreth Andrus
Trey Joseph Augustinlick
Christine Marie Benson
Jenna Marie Benz
Alicia Caitlin Berlin
Amanda Michelle Binney
Christopher Alan Bjorge
*** Talia Danielle Boxman
Sara Jayne Brandenburg
Eric Jon Brewer
** Christopher S. Bridgroom
Coral Virginia Brown
Janis Marie Bulger
Malena Leona Bullard
Alexa Jo Burzec
Kori Elizabeth Calhoun
Daniel Gordon Calise
Samantha Lorraine Campbell
Fabiola J. Cange
* Olivia Howell Caron
Sydney Michele Carroll
Sabrina Genasci Case
Thomas Joseph Casella
Erin Jenna Cassidy
Antoinette Stacey Castaneda
Magdalena Ida Castillo
Laura Katherine Caswell
Monica Marie Cavallero
Veronica Elizabeth Cellis
Justin Thomas Chamberland
Larisa Yakubovskaya Chancellor
* Mariya Ivanovna Cheban
* Mohammed Ali Chehab
Ross Cameron Chodkowski
** Natalie Natasha Chow-Garnichaud
Emili Diane Cicora
* Edwin Donte Clark
Tatiana Lindsey Coicoz
Lesley Joan Collingsworth
Julie Ann Concannon
Dhana Zoe Concepcion
Samantha Conley
Meredith Marie Cornel
Susanne Cortes-Shamburger
Theresa Lynn Cox
Lindsey Ella Craig
Marla Mae Crescenzi
Angela Mae Crocker
Alexandra Jolene Cullen
Christopher Cary Cupp
Ashli Marie Cuthbert
Sara Elisa Danzilo
Sylvia M. Davis
* Katie Elizabeth Deines
Yamila Solange Delgado
Eli Delva
Alexa Nicole DeMarco
Cleomar Demma
Rachel Anne Denoyer
Mary Frances Dodd
Ashley Doirin
** Jennifer Lynn Donnan
* Delayna Lauren Donohue
Scott Forrest Duncan, Jr.
Jessica Fabry
Cheryl Lynn Farrington
Desiree Skye Fenwick
Stephanie Taylor Ferran
Laurie Ferron
James Fils-Aime
Peyton Rebekah Fisher
** Brittany Lynn Forrester
Kaleigh Emanual France
Maxine Danielle Frazier
Brittany Lynn Freshwater
Chloe Barbara Fults
Alison Paige Furnari
Alexandra Nicole Galloway
Jared Robert Garber
Adriana Alicia Garmandez
Stephanie Marie Gibbs
Jeffrey Peter Gillett
Lindsey Noel Glass
Rosa Jeanete Gonzalez
Lesley Campbell Greene
Amy Lee Gullikson
*** Nicholas Geso Gumieny
Morgan Kristine Haas
Amanda Joan Hall
Kimborly Fernandez Hardison
Devin Layne Harriott
Rebecca Ann Hays
Rebecca Katheryn Hector
Paige Tyler Hernandez
Hanneke Aaltje Hoekman-Sites
Maria Nieto Hoffmann
Sarah Lynn Hogan
Kathy Ling Huang
Amanda S. Huber
Rebecca Jenene Human
Angela Yvonne Hunter
Phuong Diem Huynh
Vanessa Izuquierdo
Audrey Lee Farson Jackson
Ashley Rose Jenkins
Aliyah Priscilla Johnson
Brenna Nicole Johnson
Ellen Rachael Johnston
* Meari Montera Jones
Lydie Flore Joseph
Marie Judith Joseph
Marie M. Joseph
Jessica Mychelle Kainer
Juliana Clementine Anton Karborani
* Kristiana Kenney
Katya Ann Kiernan
Emily Rachel Kimball
Laura Baker King
Carly Paige Knees
Heidi Ann Koenig
** Olivia Alexandra Kondos
Julie Anne Krajicek
Kristen Renee Krier
Kendra Leigh LaFreniere
Eljah Beau LaMarre
Erika X. Lara
Heather Kristen Larche
Mary Ann Rivera Larracas
Brittany Leigh Lecitlittner
Sarajane Ledford
* Megan Marie Leidy
* Lien Thanh Leminh
Megan Elise Lester
Ashley Katherine Levine
Angelo Junard Lewis
Melissa Viglenna Lewis
Zhitian Li
Jae Won Lim
Sandra Cay Link
Caeli Michelle Lucas
Benjamin Thomas Stewart Luman
Thao Thanh Luong
Shannon Luther
Elidia Maria Luzardo
Rebecca Lynn Manske
Travis Elliott Markham
Angela Maria Martinez
Sarah Ann Mazzioiti
Sheila Lucille McDermott

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger's, as well as one of the nation's most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
College of Optics and Photonics

Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering

Photonic Science and Engineering BS
Marielena Renee Burdge
Burdley Colas
Katherine Alexandra Layne
Megan Lynn Melvin
Anthony Joseph Riggins
** Brandon Seesahai

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by *The Princeton Review*.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
College of Sciences

Abigail Jane Emese Him
Samantha Elizabeth Holbrook
Aaron Michael Hovey
Giovanni Joseph Jovenetta
Barbara Hyegi Kim
Kristopher Allen Larson
Jill Marie Lassiter
Casey Stephen Lunkley
* Michelle Ann Madden
Amber Lynn Mariano
Aerell Bryonne Maxwell
Juan Felipe Murcia
Jenna Rosa Obando
Angelica Carolina Olivo Padilla
Zachary Thomas Quick
William Thomas Ritten
Rigoberto Rodriguez, Jr.
Caleb James Spencer
Jonathan Upegui

Topazio Vazquez-Sherer
Justin Edmund Watkins

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw
Abismael Abreu
Yrainy Artigas
Makenzi Lynn Bader
Karl Bernard Bell
Jaden Alana Edwards
Jasmine Alleah Farlin
Bryce Allen Fiedler
Larnell Wesley France
Fady Samy Ghaly
Amanda Dawn Gibson
Landon Mitchell Goldman
Octavia Isadora Gema Gundelach
Andrew Cole Hamre
Christian Abner Hernandez
John Richard Hotes
Brandon Adam Kraut
Mercedes Nicole Lambert
Isabel Maria Marciano
Justin Aaron Marnoch
Genesis Samantha Martin
Maria Julianna Mullen
Tina Nikazemi
Emma Jane Perkins
Austin Taylor Powell
Christopher Hector Pupo
Katerina Salamis
Niko Esa Paavo Smith
Jomane Akeam Thompson, Sr.
* Kevin Scott Trotter
Rodney Ulysses

** Haley Layne Williams
Jasmine Renee Williams
Rochelle Shakira Theresa Wright

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist
Zachary Brillant
Molly Lillian Cannistra
* Gloria Cheung
Samantha Alexis Cruz
Joshua Louis Donlan
Anne Magda Fenelus
Maria Gabriela Garcia
Alhinya Mariisa Golden
Khadijah Ne'Shelle Handy
Kenya Onika Lipplett
Ricardo Jose Lopez

Hayley Autumn Reboyro
Jared Scott Weisman

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism
Talia Carlene Blake

Radio-Television BA-Production
* Rachel Brown Additon
Cherie Angelique Carr
James Kenneth Chung
Megan Sara Hill
Arianna Gabrielle Laidley
** Adele Elizabeth Papoosha
Jade Chaya Rohn
Francisco Daniel Suarez

Sociology BA
Deborah Lynn Badzinski
Alexandra Bencomo
Alison E. Birks
Angela Kaye Black
Marjorie E. Bostwick
Mary Kathryn Bozzacco
Emily Bunescu
Doreen Elizabeth Butler
Kendra Adora Castleberry
Dhaneen Dimitra Comeau
Kristina Lynn Davis
Katherine Olivia Davis-Clark
Mariah Danielle Deramo
Gillian Elizabeth Ertel
Furquan Luquaris Gaskin
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz
Jacob Arthur Hassert
* Nathan Ross Jagoda
Deborah Marie Jean
Madeline Rose Klayman
Amari Jarren Lockett
 Ashton Jené Marshall
Amber Kaylee McGlynn
Dashawn Anthony Wane McLean
Yvette Monica O'Neal
Sasha Nicole Orozco
David Arlet Pierre
Janay Alicia Rollins
Sanasha Renae Sheals
Savannah Rose Smith
Shauna Elizabeth Vail

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS
Alyssa Marie Alers
Evan Raymer Basham
Sarah Jean Bostock
Cody Graham Brunetta
Niki Renee Buck
Zuriel Caribe
Karen Cintron
Lindsay Dana Clutter
Jurgen Alexander Comberg
Joshua Daniel Costa
Drake Peterson DeBaun
Samantha Marie Dillon
Ryan Edward Domitz
Cole Eugene Dylewski
Corine Alexis Faehn
Houssine Ihklef
Cyrus Farhad Irani
Kelsey Nicole Elizabeth Joyner
Victoria Elise Kwiatkowski
Thomas Edward Lemos
Julia S. Lima
Yezenia Yannis Lopez
Tiffany Mai Luu

** Henry Bendy Manigat
Anna Marie McElhatten
Guillermo Antonio Mendez
Kacie Kathlynn Miller
Adam Thanh Nguyen
Minouche Ocean
Adriana Liliette Oehoa
Alexander Tienhuy Phan
Giuliano Marcelo Ponce Calatayu

* Uma Devi Ramoutar
Jordan Kyle Ray
Wesley Edward Roach
Jacqueline Rodriguez
Zoe L. Rohr
Sean Phillip Roussin
Michael James Smith
Veronica Anne Smith
Samuel Sosa
David Samuel Taylor
Shona Mharia Thornton
Yaribeth Torres Rosado
Christian Sean Watkins
David Robert Webster
Brian Edward Weed
Ri Long Zheng

Biology BS-General Biology
Marie Lisa Wakabayashi Aponte
Kelly Kristen Batten
Kiah Terez Franta
Alienne Nicole Hajek
Mahrulkh Rafiq Iqbal
Monal Falgun Patel
Hannah Marie Smith
John Richard Williams III

Chemistry BS
Johanne Chabrier-Cruz
Patrick Michael Cole, Jr.
Christina Marie Kokoszka
Qiwei Lin
Samantha Theresa Mensah

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
Yepeth Aregay Berhie
Richard Tran Ly
James Durant Rivers III
Elliott Salpeter Williams

Forensic Science BS-Analysis
Aleece Marie Betts
Prrichaya Chaiprasertsuk
Vanessa Garcia
Michael Brian Hathecock
Munira Shabbir Jamal
Kaitlin Anne Jones
Ashley Brittany Levesque
Taylor Alexis McGowan
Hien Nguyen
Eduardo Rodrigo Torres Chorrillos

** Alexis Renee Weber

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry
Lauren Nicole Guli
Kenecca Latrice Jefferson
Amy Melinda Pearson

* Ramiah Racquelle Vickers
Carolyn Paige Wisser

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Oluwakemi Leaila Adeagbo
Tyler John Lukasiewicz
Robert Lawrence Reaney

Physics BS
* Tyler Shane Townsend

Physics BS-Optics and Lasers
Amanda Marie Bogeman

Psychology BS
Farrah Musa Abu-Hijleh
Ashlea Ember Adams
Beatrice Eun Adelufosi
Edwin John Aime
Natalie Jean Alessi
Chelsea Nicole Amaya
Cekkedria D. Ambrose
Kate Lauren Amrhein
Renee Heather Andersen
Zoe Morgan Anderson
Mirna Michelle Andrade
Aneetra Mischelle Andrews
Dana Mohamed Antabli
Melody Christina Aradi
Staci-Ann W. Aris
Julia Sophia Athas
Jennifer Charlene Bader
Lamia Gamel Badreg
Cristina Marie Bahr
Brooke Lynn Bajor
Devin Jennings Baker

** Layla Isamar Baker
Gabrielle Julia Balzano
Chelsea Wurth Barbosa
Brian Caitlyn Barbour
Angela Marjorie Bardwell-Owens
Warda Baten
Caitlan Garnet Bathurst
Kendall Lauren Beaumont
Katherine Rebecca Berg
Jonathon Willcox Berman
Sarah Ann Bernhardt
Amrita Bhumisen
Mark Biber
Kory James Billingsley
Jacob Abraham Binoy
Talia Carlene Blake
Keney Esperanza Blanco
Bianca Danita Boles
Nakia V. Borgella

* Tania De La Caridad Borrego
Sarah Jean Bostock
Aimee Lynn Bowen
Natasha Nicole Bradley
Michelle Lynn Bramley

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

College of Sciences

*** Brianna Marie Brito Rivera
Kelsey Elizabeth Brown
Taryn Jonelle Elizabeth Brown
Elissa-Ann Louise Buckley
Tanya Gezetta Buckley
Caitlin Marie Bunch
Stephanie J. Calderon
Nickolas Cardona
Elizabeth Marie Cargo
Catherine Rosaline Carter
Anahi Casanova
San Juana Castro
Marissa Lynn Cayne
Albert Charles Channel, Jr.
Ashley Chavez
Chyna Adora Chung
Antonella Colman
Gabriella Marie Colon
Chrona Janett Conley
Paige Matisse Corbin
Brittney Nicole D'Alessandro
Jacqueline Dung
Katres Deon Daniel
Nikette David
Meikall Elan Davies
Michele De Leon
Amber Nicole Deatharge
Shannon Ceferina Del Rosario
Shadey S. Derivois
Tiffany Marie Detwiler
Sasha Diaz
Kiana Mishele Diggs
Nailea Veruska Disla
Autum Faith Dobbins
Nigel Harlan Dottin II
Sheeren Lynn Drake
Lauren Nicole Dumka
Tai Shanice Dyer
George Avery Economou
Kimberly Catleen Edelsbacher
Bryony Nicola Edwards
Mine Edwards
Riley Ann Elkin
Conor Michael Ellis
Amanda Nicole Emmons
Gabriela Espinales
Brittney Marie Esser
Kristen Melanie Eugene
Jacquelyn Vernae Evans
Alexandra Fabien
Rebecca Brielle Farina
Gabrielle Rose Felice
Yazel Feliciano

* Cori Anne Feo
Stephanie Figueroa
Alyssia Michele Freeman
Tiara Lei Funkhouser
Daniel Louis Gabriel
Evelyn Galan
Fabian Garcia
Jacqueline Alexis Garcia
Windy Ivonne Garcia
Randall Gary Garland, Jr.

* Danielle Juliette Garrett
Sharlene Gerena-Jiménez
Aryana Glasser
Cortney Michelle Goben
Luisana Gomez Fernandez
Alfred Ernest Gonzalez
Daniel Ricardo Gonzalez
Kaeleigh Paige Gonzalez
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz
Lauren Rae Goss
Ashley A. Graham
Brittany Alexis Graves
Lauren O'Meghan Gunther
Savannah Leigh Hagan
Summer Cheyenne Haire
Kaylyn Merzi Hampshire
Rana Ziyad Hassan
Laura Lynn Hately
Allison Nicole Heit
Cristina Maria Herrera
Mignonne Anselle Hidalgo
Brianna Kamari Hill
Darryl Jamar Hogans
Jasmine Holmnon
Molly Katherine Holton
Alexander Michael Hoover
Tannah Lenice Houker
Scott Tyler Hunchler
Melissa Joanna Ibarra
Janel Marie Ingraham
Yashira Janet Iriazary
Emmett C. Jackson IV
Ryan Jairam
Marsha Jean-Mary
Kathleen E. Kane
Valerie Lynne Kessler
Danielle Nicole Kiernan
Margaret Merkel King
Erica Lea Kirkman
Suzanne Renee Komanski
Nicholas Ryan Kopf
Hannah Rose Kritzman
Emily Ann Lajza

Stephanie Esperanza Lamas
Ashley Marie Landolfi
Aphipany Drewlicia Lawyer
Patricia Lynne Lightle
Alisha Sarcie Lillie
Emily Rose Lilly-Gass
Megan Leigh Livesey
Jessica Nicole Lopez
Jalesa Britney Mack
Stephanie Nicole MacMurdo
Rachel Marie Majewski
Valerie Judiana Maldonado
Nandi Imara Manning
Alison Renee Margot

*** Karen Marin
Ashton Jene' Marshall
Meghan Nicole Martin
Gabriel Andres Martinez
Jessica Brianna Mistry
Kayleen Jenny McCall
Elizabeth Hannah McCarty
Kaitlynn Alexis McCroy

** Mary Kathryn McDonald
*Candice Breanne McGrath
Savannah Nicole McKitian

* Lauren Medders
Claudia Andrea Mercado-Moraza
Rafael Abraham Miguel
Melissa Marie Miller
Erika Tatiana Mora
Alexandra Morales
Francesca Morales
Stephanie Elisa Morales
Hermite Morrison

* Isaiah Steven Moser
Benjamin Aaron Murphy
Jannel Jose Negron Rodriguez
Victoria T. Nguyen
Marissa Ann Nichols
Rymsky Obi Noel
Jessica Monique Nunnery
Tiffany Marie Oakes
Deion Jerrad Odom

*** Kaatlin Marie O'Hara
Oladope Imona Onagoruwa
Benjamin Reid Owlet
Danielle Hope Pasteur
Shanique Monae' Patterson
Marissa Aleece Paul
Alexandra Pearce
Jacqueline Nicole Pellizzi
Shirley Pena

*** Ashley Marie Perez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger’s, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.

College of Sciences

Ashley Carin Persan
Taylor Lindsay Phillip
Vanessa Lorena Pineda
Danielle S. Pollack
Eric George Pritchard
Imelda Pulido
Justin Nathan Quach
Ena Savitri Ram
Dulce Lianet Ramirez
Jordanis Ramos
* Olivia Lynne Randall-Kosieh
Tatiana Tazeia Reid
TiFFany Lasheaa Reid
Charles Gilbert Reising
Rachel Lynn Reulbach
Avery Ann Rios
Alexis Brittany Ritchie
Arlene Jenai Rivera
* Jessica Elizabeth Roberts
Samantha Jane Roberts
Jonathan Brice Roby
Robert Jerome Rodgers, Jr.
Kashmere La’Vonne Royster
Gabriel Harak Rubio
Marilyn Ruiz
Nicole Alana Sagman
Maria Guadalupe Salgado Coca
Danielle Elizabeth Sanchez
Sandra Lynn Saunders
Joshua Christopher Schwartz
Austin Gray Schwarz
Assad-Lawrence Hadi Shalhoub
Brittani Nicole Sharlet
Brittany Taylor Sharp
Mariah Elizabeth Sharpe
Megan Marie Shepherd
Emily Ann Silkworth
Brittany Marie Simonson
Janetta Marie Smith
Lakisha Campbell Smith
Tyler Lauren Smith
William Ruben Soto
Lynsey Kristen Spigle
Michelle Elaine Melody Stevens
Marygrace Stucky
Jason Reiss Sumerlin
Sonali Singh Tewatia
Tara Marie Thomas
Rafael Edgardo Toro
Carmen Lilia Torres
Troy Lincoln Trask
William A. Tuesca
* Karina Tuohy
Deborah Christiane Updike
Ashley Urquhart
Samantha Ann van de Ven
Megan Elizabeth Vaught
Dana Lasmin Vega
Crystal Velez
Cory Chester Walsh
Marie Jude Webster
Kayla Danielle Werner
Maxene Maria Wilbanks
Kaly Ann Williams
Shivae Nicole Willis
Keondra Annastashia Wilson
Paige Nicole Wilson
Alyssa Nicole Wolnik
Baile Lynn Yeager
Ailah Ji Young
Natacha Zanzeluk
Kailey Samantha Zukosky

Social Sciences BS

Erena Lee Frabizio
Nicolette Aset Jackson
Avanish Jagal
Tiffany Teresa Percy
Beatriz Suarez

Statistics BS

Hanna Melissa Diaz
Kyle William Pullen
David Michael Snyder
Jasmin Weir

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF's main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF's online only programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor's, 86 master's, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF's Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation's number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life
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College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA

Rachel Brown Aditton
Cynthia Celeste Aguilar
Zachary Harrison Aster
Andre Ramon Brown
Emily Eldene Cary
Brittany Michelle Cassidy
Francisco Alexander Costoya
Fallin Marie Davis
Amanda Ellen Deering
Angelis Diaz
John Mark Eash, Jr.
Nicole D. Eldemire
Audrey Rhunette Ford
Morgann Taylor Frazee
Alexander Miguel Ganan
Tayler Marie Gautier
Victoria Ashley Gay
Antonio Lorenzo Guerad
Bailey Roberta Margaret Hart
Allison Kirsten Jones
Bervely Joseph
Kayla Ariana Joshua
Alyssa Marie Kirby
Sara Kosarac
Josh Dean Lance
Laura Victoria Lavaque Casali
Caroline Juliet Magria
Lekeisha Manning
Veronica Lynn Marantz
Regina Louise Marchionda
Giovanni Joseph Marzouca
Doraida Michelle Mendoza
Layne Pachico
Karen Ramirez Ibanez
Brandon Michael Rosado
Kathleen Gray Rose
Danielle Rothenberg
Deidrea Geneva Salley
Jhanelle Therese Satchell
Kimberly Lizette Savallo
Tyler Ashley Smith
Cameron Roger Allen Sofsky
Adam Christopher Starner
Tiffany Ann Storms
Alexis Robin Tahnmassebi
Reginald Thimothee
Perline Jovia Valbrun
Brayonna Nicole Wallace
Alexander Edward Wilson
Taylor Michelle Winslow
Gabriela Ysern-Suárez
Adriana D. Zuniga

Bachelor of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies BS

Emily Laura Adler
Melissa Sue Agrinizonis
Zachary James Barrett
Tawanda Gardeline Bernard
Tiana Bismath
Samesha Black
Laura Seretta Blaise-Tapper
Joshua Allen Bogue
Philip George Botelho
Jill Christine Bowers
April Antholin Brownlowe
Blake Charles Buddendorff
Danny Cheng
Shaik Zahid Chowdary
Golan Louis Cohen
Jane’ Nicole Collins
Tyler John Collins
Nicole Alexa Concilio
Taylor Jordan Connell
Sierra Nichole Coronado
Kaitlin Kendall Cruft
Alexandra Delafonso
Brittany Aneic Davila
Phyllicia Deonique Davis
Carla Sonia Elmer
Alondra Farinas
John Matthew Fecko
Taylor Jasmine Freeman
Christie Danielle Goldberg
Sierra Raine Golden
Devonayre Omega Collins Gooden
Donna Marie Green
Jonathan Adam Haas
Gabriela Lee Hardgrove
Tyler Leroy Harris
Courtney Ty Harvey
Brian C. Herbst
Karlee Nell Hines
Ryan Andrew Huang
Kaylyn Grace Jackson
Tyler Renea Johnson
Rachelle Joseph
Faisal Mohammad Karim
Ajeta Khanna
William James King
Jesandy Michelle Laboy De Jongh
Kenneth Jackson Longhurst
Elizabeth Science Love
Linda Mai
Louis Stanzer Marshall IV
James Thomas Matthews
Kennedy Lynn Mayo
Kevin Lloyd McBean
Delanie Joy Michael
Lucas Matthew Michaels
Sean Patrick Nemeh
Drew Maris Newman
Roxanna Mabel Ordonez
Nathanial Edward Owen
Steven Louis Pellot
Kassandra Sharine Petit
Jimmy Pierre Louis
Jonathan Pierre-Louis, Jr.
Kristin Alexis Ptitnick
John William Ponton, Jr.
Carl Columbus Porter IV
Marc Phillip Poutre
Juliana Marie Powell
Spencer Martinez Rice
Tysen Scott Rice
Antuane Travell Richardson
Garrett Charles Richardson
Aisha Miletli Rivera
Ashleigh Mellin Pomaikai Keiki O Kalani Rivera
Nikos Sotirios Rizos
Amanda Danielle Rodriguez
Patrick Arthur Ryan, Jr.
Joshua Rajan Samuel
Michelle Marie Santiago
Benjamin Isaac Schachner
Rebecca Ashley Schnell
Kenyatta Michelle Scott
Carlin James Shaw
Daniel Scott Sherrill
Rose Simon
Scott Andrew Simon
Joel D. Skinner
Lagenia Teteria Smith
Danielle Solomon
Brittany Elizabeth Spurgeon
Chanelle Leigh Stillwagon
Kayla Alexandria Swartz
David John Sybol II
Jessica Leigh Tallarico
Charles Edward Tapounet
Brittany Michelle Taylor

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Kristal Ava Taylor
Rihana Ally Taylor
Kyle Allan Vandebroe
Sarah Ruth Violette
Rainer Princeder Warner, Jr.
Christopher Todd Washburn
Marvito Yomi Weech
Miya Nicole Wells
Kerry S. Wiggins

Applied Science BAS-Software Development
Noah Daniel Champoux
** David Charles Elliott III
Joseph Lee Jackson
Luis Miguel Ortiz
Joseph Michael Persie III
Harold Roberto Rolon
Roberto Harold Rolon

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-Environmental Studies
Michelle Elizabeth Clarke
MacKenzie Grace Cooper
Eden Monique David
Anne Carter Davis
Thomas Alexander Ezro
Russell Lee Fernandez
Kristen Aneesha Hardimon
Olivia Danielle Hecimovich
*** Blaire Mallory Kleiman
Sarah Grace Lewis
* Elizabeth Ann Lujan
Taylor Leighann Meding
Elexis Bianca Shannon
John Joseph Wilke, Jr.
Benjamin Reuben Wistholf

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS-Criminal Justice
Brian Edward Foley

Applied Science BAS-Health Services Administration
Lisa Marie Dorton

Applied Science BAS-Information Technology
Ian Geffry Gorman
Ayong Samuel Neba
*** Victor Andres Pena

Applied Science BAS-Legal Studies
Alithea Thomasena Ball
James Andrew Hallman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF's ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today's ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Arts and Humanities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### College of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Education and Human Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Health and Public Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Midnight Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Optics and Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rosen College of Hospitality Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College Gonfalons

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of The UCF Creed. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle; but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
## Honorary Degrees Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1979</td>
<td>Joseph Daniel Duffy, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1980</td>
<td>Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities</td>
<td>May 2002</td>
<td>James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Gene Burns, Master of Letters</td>
<td>March 2006</td>
<td>G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>December 2002</td>
<td>Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1983</td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1983</td>
<td>Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>May 2009</td>
<td>G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1985</td>
<td>George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>December 2012</td>
<td>Jerry S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>April 2017</td>
<td>Alan Eustace, Doctor of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1991</td>
<td>Thaddeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1992</td>
<td>Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Robert Bryan, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1995</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1995</td>
<td>Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1996</td>
<td>Nicolaas Bloemergen, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President John C. Hitt with Dr. Phyllis A. Klock.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.ConE Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
M.D. Doctor of Medicine
M.Ed. Master of Education
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Sports Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. To update their diploma mailing addresses, undergraduate students should contact the Registrar’s Office, and master’s students should contact the College of Graduate Studies.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner, black and gold, will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold. May loyalty and friendship within our hearts unite and light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight. With honor and affection our friendship will renew; we sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.

UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at [http://commencement.ucf.edu/2017/summer/archive](http://commencement.ucf.edu/2017/summer/archive) for download as a PDF beginning Monday, August 7, 2017.